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THE DEVELOPMENT OF TACTICAL LEADERSHIP EXERCISES F6• SIMCAT

INTRODUCTION

This document contains instructions for developing tactical training
exercises for the 19E/K Basic Noncommissioned Officer Course (BNCOC) which
can be implemented on SIMCAT, a combined arms tactical simulation. The
document also contains instructions for conducting tactical exercises for
tank sections, tank platoons, and tank companies.

SIMCAT is a computer based battle simulation which can provide BNCOC
training managers and instructors with the capability to enhance the walk
phase of the crawl-walk-run training philosophy presently advocated by the 4
U.S. Amy Armor Center. BNCOC students currently learn individual tasks in
a classroom environment, practice the performance of these tasks outside Ie
the classroom in a nontactical environment, and then repeat the practice of
the tasks in the field in a limited tactical environment. SIMCAT provides
an alternate means by which BNCOC students can practice tasks relating to
the fundamental armor operational areas--MOVE-SHOOT-COMMUNICATE--without
the attendant high costs of equipment, fuel, ammunition, and training
areas.

To implement the tactical exercises contained in this document,
participants must be familiar with the performance of appropriate proce-
dural and nonprocedural tasks, small armcr unit tactics, and tactical
communications. They also must become proficient in the operation of
system components, scenario writing, inputting initial conditions into the
system, exercise direction, and performance evaluation. The participants
and their required pre-exercise knowledges and skills are:

* Students: Application of procedural and nonprocedural tasks,
appropriate level small armor unit tactics, tactical communica-
tions, and the operation of system components.

* Student Evaluators: Application of procedural and nonprocedural .
tasks, small armor unit tactics, tactical communications, system
functions and operations, and performance evaluation. WN

"* Instructor (OPFOR Controller): Application of procedural and non-
procedural tasks, small armor-unit tactics (to include OPFOR),
tactical communications, system functions and operations, exercise
direction, and performance evaluation. A

"* Instructor (Controller): Application of procedural and nonproce-
dural tasks, small armor-unit tactics, tactical communications,
system functions and operations, exercise direction, and
performance evaluation.
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* Training Manager. Application of procedural and nonprocedural
tasks, small armor unit tactics, tactical communications, system
functions and operations, and scenario writing and inputting
initial conditions into the system.

Technical information pertaining to SIMCAT functions and operations,
and pertinent to the training manager and controllers, is contained in the
following sources:

"• Guide to the Operation of SIMCAT (Drucker, 1986a)

"• Simulation in Combined Arms Training (Drucker, 1986b)

"* Text files, DOC1.TXT, DOC2.TXT, etc., stored on SIMCAT's hard disk
and available in printed form as SIMCAT documentation

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

SIMCAT is a battle simulation that can be used by tank commanders,
tank section leaders, tank platoon leaders, and tank company commanders to
practice command, control, and communications skills which cannot be
practiced realistically in the classroom or economically in the field.
Combining microcomputer and videodisc technology, SIMCAT enables armor
junior leaders to conduct simulated tactical operations with moving and
shooting tanks against a moving and shooting threat across a terrain
display. The conduct of an exercise is facilitated by a simulated
communications system which links the participants.

System Configuration

SIMCAT consists of seven stations: four student stations, a
controller station, an OPFOR controller station, and a fileserver station.

Student Station

Each student station (shown in Figure 1) consists of a personal
computer, color monitor, videodisc player, keypad (touch panel), a
keyboard, CVC helmet, intercommunications control box, and a 1*50,000 scale
tactical map.

Personal Computer. The personal computer is an IBM PC with a 640K
memory. Within the computer are a graphics board, a voice board, a network
board, an 8087 coprocessor chip, a 360K diskette drive, and a 1.2M diskette
drive.

* Graphics Board. The graphics board provides the computer with the
capability to create images of M1 tanks, T72 tanks, BMPs, destroyed
vehicles, arm and hand signals, direct and indirect fire impacts,
and tracer and missile flight paths. These images are superimposed
on the terrain display of the color monitor.

2
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* Voice Board. The voice board provides the system capability to
control movement of simulated tanks and the firing of the main gun
and the coaxial machineguns through the issuance of voice commands
by the student. It also provides the capability for the simulated
gunner and loader to respond, when doctrinally appropriate, to
gunnery commands.

* Network Board. The network board provides the capability for the
system to send information to all other stations. Thus, when a
student moves his tank, the movement will be displayed at all other
student stations, the controller station, and the OPFOR controller
station if line of sight exists with the vehicle that is moving and
if the terrain display is shown on the monitor. The network board
also provides the capability for the computer at each station to
access files stored on the hard disk drive at the fileserver
station.

* 8087 Coprocessor Chip. This chip provides high speed mathematical
processing capabilities.

* 360K Disc Drive. This drive contains a diskette on which certain
essential files are stored. These include files for keypad
operation, networking, graphics, and the operation of the 1.2M Disk
Drive.

* 1.2M Disc Drive. This drive contains the diskette on which other
essential files are stored. These include hit/kill probabilities
which determine the outcome of gunnery engagements initiated from
that station, line of sight which determines if the simulated tank
has line of sight with each of the other vehicles, terrain data
that will affect movement and line of sight, and voice enrollment
files for the student at each station.

Color Monitor. This monitor is used to display terrain views and
graphics (e.g., ring signatures, round bursts, arm and hand signalz)
during a simulation. In addition, the speed of the student's vehicle is
show-n on the bottom right corner of the screen. If a student requests a
status report, this information appears on the bottom of the screen. Other
messages may also appear on the screen (e.g., an announcement of the
destruction of the student's tank). The monitor is also used during voice
enrollment to present the words that must be spoken during enrollment.

Videodisc Player. Terrain views that appear on the color monitor are
maps tat have been photographed and then transferred to a videodisc. The
videodisc player accesses the frame on which the required terrain display
is stored, decodes the terrain images which are stored digitally on the
videodisc, and transmits the resulting signals to the color monitor for
display.

Kevnad (Touch Panpl). lhP keypad is similAr to a computer keyboard
except that it has a flat surface instead of keys. The keypad is pro-
grammed so that pressing a particular area on its surface will be the
equivalent to one or more keystrokes on a computer keyboard. By labeling
these areas with words or pictures, the user can reproduce effects that

4



would otherwise have to be done on a keyboard using several keystrokes and
without having the benefit of words or pictures.

There are two types of keypads that can be used at a student station:
the Tank Commander's Control Panel (TCCP), and the Gunner/Driver Optional
Control Panel (G/DOCP).

* Tank Commander's Control Panel (TCCP). The TCCP is used during a
simulation when voice recognition technology is used to cause the
tank to move and its guns to fire. The TCCP, shown in Figure 2, is
used by the student to turn the turret, request a status report,
initiate arm and hand signals, select from among three different
terrain views (close range, mid range, long range), and turn the
tank engine on and off.

- Turret Movement Controls. During gunnery, the system will be
able to identify a target only when the main gun is aligned to
within 20 degrees of the target. There are two turret movement
controls on the TCCP for aligning the main gun with a target:
the TURRET CONTROL and the SMALL TURRET TURNS control. The
TURRET CONTROL consists of eight arrows with each arrow pointing
in a different direction. Pressing one of the arrows will cause
the gun tube to turn in the direction of the arrow. For
example, pressing the top center arrow will cause the gun tube
to point toward the top of the monitor regardless of the
direction in which the tank is oriented. When the gun tube
stops turning, a line trace will be emitted from the gun tube
and will move across the screen in the direction that the gun is
pointing. Since the arrows point in directions that are 45
degrees apart, the gun tube can usually be aligned to within 20
degrees of the target by pressing a single arrow. If finer
adjustments are needed, the SMALL TURRET TURNS control can be
used. The student will be able to turn the gun in five degree
increments by pressing either the TURN RIGHT or TURN LEFT
control. If the gun tube is aligned to within 20 degrees of the
target when a fire command is given, the system will indicate
that it has identified the target by announcing IDENTIFIED. If
the gun tube is not aligned to within 20 degrees of the target
when the fire command is given, the system will indicate that it
has not identified the target by announcing CANNOT IDENTIFY.

Status Report. To determine the current operational status of
the tank and to obtain detailed information about the terrain
over which the tank is operating the student presses the SHOW
TANK STATUS label. A message will appear on the color monitor
describing the general condition of the tank (e.g., fully
operational, degraded firepower, degraded mobility) and the type
of terrain over which the tank is moving (e.g., heavy woods,
hilly terrain).

5
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Arm and Hand Signals. There are fourteen arm and hand signal
selectors on the TCCP.

Combat Column Pass Through Defile
Combat Wedge Conduct Traveling Overwetch
Line CondLct Bounding Overwatch (SB)
Contact Left Conduct Bounding Overwatch (AB)
Contact Right Column
Action Left Coil
Action Right Herringbone

To give an arm and hand signal the student presses the appro-
priate ARM AND HAND SIGNAL SELECTOR on the TCCP. A graphic
representation of the selected arm and hand signal will appear
above the student's tank on the color monitor and remain on the
screen for three seconds.

- Terrain Displays. The terrain available in the system is an
area approximately 20 km x 6 km located Just west of the Fort
Knox, Kentucky military reservation. The terrain displays were
made by photographing a port'*on of a 1:24,000 scale map. All
map features except grid lines and grid line numbers appear on
the display. By touching the appropriate MAP VIEW CONTROL label
(i.e., LONG RANGE, MID RANGE, or CLOSE RANGE) on the TCCP, the
TC can bring up on the color mnnitor any one of these three
ranges. The CLOSE RANGE displays an area that is 600 x 450
meters, the MID RANGE displays an area that is 3,000 x 2,250
meters, while the LONG RANGE displays an area that is 6,600 x
4,950 meters. Figure 3 shows the relative area of the display
at each of the three ranges.

- Start Engine/Stop Engine. To start the tank engine, the student
presses the START ENGINE label on the TCCP. To stop the tank
engine, the student presses the STOP ENGINE label on the TCCP.

Gunner/Driver Optional Control Panel (G/DOCP). The G/DOCP is used
instead of the TCCP whenever the training manager wants to increase
the number of students participating in a simulation or whenever
voice recognition problems seriously impact on performance. When
this option is used one student performs the duties of the tank
coiniander while a second student performs the duties of the gunner
and the driver. The G/DOCP shown in Figure 4 is a modified TCCP
(see Figure 2). The G/DOCP has the same capabilities as the TCCP,
with the added capabilities of movement and gunnery command labels,
When using the G/DOCP, the student tank commander issues general
driving orders and specific gunnery commands by "clear voice,"
without the aid of the intercommunications system. The
gunner/driver student responds to the orders and commands by
pressing the appropriate movement. turret control, or firp omnmand
labels or symbols. The student tank commander uses the G/DOCP for
sending arm and hand signals, showing tank status, and for changing
map views.

7
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Figure 4. SIIMCAT GN/DR Optional Control Panel (G/DOCP) (touch panel).
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Keyboard. The keyboard is not used by students.

Communications. The communications system, shown in Figure 5, pro-
vides for a company command net (controller, student platoon leader, and a
student platoon sergeant), a platoon net (controller, student platoon
leader, student platoon sergeant, and two student tank commander wingmen),
and a net linking the controller and the OPFOR controller.

Each student tank commander has a CVC helmet connected to an 5
intercommunications control box (see Figure 6). However, whenever a
gunner/ driver student is included in a simulation, communications between
the tank commander and the gunner/driver is by "clear voice." The
gunner/driver will not have a CVC helmet.

Tactical Map. The tactical map is 1:50,000 scale, EKRON--Kentucky
edition 6--DMATC, series V753, sheet 3759, with ten meter contour
intervals. The map covers the terrain displays which appear on the color
monitor.

Controller Station

The controller station consists of a personal computer, a monochrome
monitor, a color monitor, a videodisc player, a keyboard, a headset, a
communications control console, and a 1:50,000 scale tactical map.

Personal Computer. The personal computer is an IBM PC with a 640K
memory. Within te computer are a graphics board, a network board, an 8087
coprocessor chip, a 360K diskette drive, and a 1.2M diskette drive. The
first three components listed serve functions similar to those described at
the student station. The remaining two components are described below.

0 360K Diskette Drive. There are two sets of floppy diskettes that
can be used in this drive. The first set consists of a pair of
diskettes--a diskette that is used during the conduct of a simula-
tion and a diskette that contains utility programs that can be used
to manipulate SIMCAT files. The diskette used during the conduct
of a simulation contains the files that provide access to programs
essential to the operation of the simulation. Included are files
that affect the operation of the 1.2M disk drive, networking and
graphics, and a file that accesses files stored in the 1.2M disk
drive and on the hard disc at the fileserver station. The second
diskette in the set contains files that affect networking and that
provide access to utility programs stored on the hard disk drive at
the fileserver station. The second set actually consists of a
single diskette prepared by ARI that provides menu-driven access to
the files contained in the fileserver.

* 1.2M Disk Drive. The floppy diskette contained in this drive is
used to store hit/kill probcbilitics, iline of sight data, and
terrain data that are operational at the student and OPFOR
controller stations. It also contains the file that controls the
operation of the controller station.
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Monochrome Monitor. The menus and messages involved in starting up
and conrolling a simulation appear on the monochrome monitor. In
addition, the monochrome monitor is used when setting up the starting con-
Ations for a new scenario and when modifying certain files such as hit/
kill probabilities.

Color Monitor. During a simulation the controller can observe the
display being presented at any one of the student stations or the display
associated with any one of the OPFOR vehicles. Whichever display is
selected will appear on the color monitor. In addition, the controller has
the option of selecting a long range view where all vehicles within the
deployed area will appear regardless of line of sight. While it is possi-
ble on the optional display to differentiate between friendly and OPFOR
vehicles, it is not possible to determine in which direction the vehicles
are oriented, or to differentiate between T72 tanks and BMPs. In addition,
neither firing signatures nor impact bursts are shown.

Videodisc Player. The videodisc player serves the same function that
the videosc player serves at the student and OPFOR controller stations.

Kyboard. The keyboard is used to input scenarios into the system
prior to a simulation, bringing up menus involved in starting and
conducting a simulation (e.g., selecting a specific scenario, selecting a
station to monitor) and inputting indirect fire data.

Headset and Communications Control Console. The controller is
equipped with a headset which is connected to the communications control
console. The console provides the capability for the controller to trans-
mit in or to monitor the company command and platoon nets. In addition he
can inject "white noise" for ECM simulation in either net and can control
the volume of the noise. The controller initiates communications from his
station by pressing a foot switch.

Tactical M. The tactical map is the same as the tactical map at
student Stations.

OPFOR Controller Station

The OPFOR controller station consists of a personal computer, a mono-
chrome monitor, a color monitor, a videodisc player, a keypad (touch
panel), a keyboard, a headset, and a 1:50,000 scale tactical map.

Personal Computer. The personal computer is an IBM PC with a 640K
memory. Within the computer are a graphics board, a network board, an 8087
coprocessor chip, a 360K diskette drive, and a 1.2M diskette drive. These
components serve functions similar to those described for the components of
the computer at the student stations. However, there is no voice board in
the computer and there are no voice files stored on either of the two disc
drivps. A file in the 1.2M drive controls the operation of the OPFOR
station.

13



Monochrome Monitor. Status reports, when requested, are presented on
the monochrome monitor. The data includes the location of all vehicles in
rid coordinates, functional losses experienced by any of the vehicles
i.e., none, movement, engagement, all) the amount of remaining ammunition

for each vehicle, and the vehicle that was being controlled by the OPFOR
controller at the time the request for a status report was made.

Color Monitor. The color monitor serves the same function that the
color monitor serves at student stations, except the display will be
determined by the particular vehicle that the OPFOR controller has selected
to control.

Videodisc Player. The videodisc player serves the same function that
the videodisc player serves at student stations.

Keypad (Touch Panel). The operation of the keypad is the same as the
operation of the keypad at student stations. However, the OPFOR controller

keypad has different labels and words. The keypad, shown in Figure 7, is
used to select the vehicle that the OPFOR controller will control and which
will be displayed on the color monitor, to program a movement route for a
vehicle and to initiate movement along that route, to select targets and
weapon systems for direct fire engagements and to initiate a direct fire
engagement, to designate a target area for indirect *fire and to initiate
indirect fire, to select one of three map views, and to request a status
report.

"* Direct Unit Selection. By pressing a number on the DIRECT UNIT
SELECTION panel corresponding to an OPFOR vehicle, the OPFOR
controller can control that vehicle during a simulation.

" Forecast Movement. By pressing the appropriate labels on the
FORECAST MOVEMENT panel, the OPFOR controller can designate a
movement path before initiating movement for a vehicle. The
procedure is as follows:

1. Select a vehicle to be controlled by pressing the vehicle number
on the DIRECT UNIT SELECTION control panel.

2. Press FORECAST ROUTE on the FORECAST MOVEMENT control panel.

3. Move cursor cross along the desired movement route by pressing
the directional arrow symbol on the OCCP. Press MARK before
making any changes in the direction of movement.

4. Press MARK on the directional arrow when the cursor cross is at
the final destination.

5. Press ACCEPT on the FORECAST MOVEMENT panel.

6. Press MOVE OUT on the DIRECT UNIT MOVEMENT panel.

14
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* Direct Unit Movement. By pressing the appropriate word or words on
the DIRECT UNIT MOVEMENT panel, the OPFOR controller can cause a
selected vehicle to MOVE OUT, STEADY ON, SPEED UP, SLOW DOWN, TURN
LEFT, TURN RIGHT, STOP, or BACK UP.

* Set-Up Direct Fire Engagement. To conduct a direct fire engagement
the following steps are required:

1. Select Firing Vehicle. To select the firing vehicle, press one
of the ten keys on the panel of the OCCP labeled DIRECT UNIT
SELECTION. (If the OPFOR controller is not sure that the
correct vehicle has been selected a second method for selecting
the firing vehicle can be used. The second method requires the
use of the panel on the OCCP called the UNIT FINDER. The OPFOR
contruller must first press the key on the UNIT FINDER labeled
CURRENT UNIT. When the key is pressed, a green X will appear on
the vehicle that is being currently controlled at the OPFOR
station. If this is the vehicle that the OPFOR controller wants
to fire, he must then press either the REJECT/EXIT key or the
ACCEPT key. If it is not the vehicle that he wants to fire, he
must press the key labeled NEXT UNIT. The green X will either
appear on another OPFOR vehicle or disappear from the screen.
The OPFOR controller must continue to press the NEXT UNIT key
until the green X appears on the vehicle that he wishes to fire.
Then he must press the ACCEPT key.)

2. Select Weapon. To select the weapon to fire, the OPFOR
controller must first press the SELECT TGT key on the panel of
the OCCP labeled SET-UP DIRECT FIRE ENGAGEMENT. If the OPFOR
controller has chosen a T72 tank as the firing vehicle, the main
gun is the only weapon that can be fired and it will be chosen
automatically. If he has chosen a BMP, he must select either
the main gun or the SAGGER missile as the weapon system that
will be fired. A prompt on the screen will direct him to select
the weapon system. The selection is made by pressing either the
key labeled MAIN GUN or the one labeled MISSILE on the SET-UP
DIRECT FIRE ENGAGEMENT panel of the OCCP.

3. Select Target. Once the OPFOR controller has pressed the SELECT
TARGET key (and has pressed the MAIN GUN or MISSILE key if the
firing vehicle is a BMP), a green X will be superimposed on the
target vehicle (i.e., an M1 tank). If the green X appears on
the intended target, the OPFOR controller must press the ACCEPT
key on the SET-UP DIRECT FIRE ENGAGEMENTS panel of the OCCP. If
the green X appears on another vehicle, he must press the NEXT
TGT key until the green X appears on the correct vehicle. When
the OPFOR controller presses the ACCEPT key, the green tube of
the firing vehicle will automatically orient on the target
vehicle.
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* Execute Engagement. To fire at a target and to cease firing on a
target the following steps are required:

1. Firing at a Target. Once a target has been selected, the OPFOR
controller can fire at the target at any time by pressing the
FIRE ONE key on the EXECUTE ENGAGEMENT panel of the OCCP. If
targets have been selected for more than one firing vehicle, but
the weapons have not yet been fired, all weapon systems can be
fired at once by pressing the FIRE ALL key on the EXECUTE
ENGAGEMENT panel.

2. Cease Fire. To stop the main gun from firing, the OPFOR
controller presses the CEASE ONE key on the EXECUTE ENGAGEMENT
panel of the OCCP. (If the main gun on either the T72 tank or
the BMP fires, the system will continue to fire until one of the
following occurs: (a) the target vehicle has been destroyed,
(b) the OPFOR controller presses the CEASE ONE or CEASE ALL key,
(c) line of sight with the target vehicle is lost, or (d) four
rounds of ammunition or one missile round have been fired.) If
two or more targets were engaged simultaneously by two or more
firing vehicles, the OPFOR controller can stop all firing by
pressing the CEASE ALL key on the EXECUTE ENGAGEMENT panel.

* Indirect Fire Engagements. The INDIRECT FIRE ENGAGEMENTS label is
used to place indirect fire on point and area targets. The OPFOR
controller places indirect fire on targets by following the
procedure below:

1. Press SELECT TARGET on the INDIRECT FIRE ENGAGEMENT panel.

2. Move cursor cross onto the target by manipulating the direc-
tional arrow symbol.

3. Press MARK on the directional arrow symboi when the cursor is on

the target.

4. Press FIRE on the INDIRECT FIRE ENGAGEMENTS control panel.

After a preset interval, six indirect fire burst fonts will appear
on the color monitor at the location selected by the OPFOR
controller.

* Map View Control. The MAP VIEW CONTROL panel on the OCCP serves
the same purpose as the MAP VIEW CONTROL panel on the TCCP or
G/DOCP.

* Show Unit Status. To get a status reading of OPFOR vehicles, the
OPFOR controller presses the SHOW UNIT STATUS panel on the OCCP. A
message will appear on the color monitor showing information about
the c,,rr-nt ccrting ."... e. " % Status iiiessaye wii also appear
on the monochrome monitor showing the status of all OPFOR vehicles
in the simulation.
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m Unit Finder. The UNIT FINDER panel is used to rapidly locate the
current operating vehicle among several vehicles that might be on
the color monitor. By pressing CURRENT UNIT on the UNIT FINDER
control panel, a crosshair will appear over the vehicle that is
currently being controlled. After CURRENT UNIT has been pressed,
the subsequent pressing of NEXT UNIT on the UNIT FINDER panel will
cause the crosshair to move to the next OPFOR vehicle in terms of
vehicle number. If 4 is the current operating vehicle, and CURRENT
UNIT is pressed, the crosshair will come up on vehicle 4. When
NEXT UNIT is pressed, the crosshair will move to vehicle 5, etc.
(Vehicles must be on the color monitor screen for the UNIT FINDER
to function.)

Tactical Map. The tactical map is the same as the tactical map at
student stations.

Fileserver Station

The fileserver station consists of a personal computer, a monochrome
monitor, and a hard disk drive. The hard disk drive contains files that
are shared by the other stations. The fileserver relays data (i.e.,
vehicle movement, firing) from one station to another station over the
computer network.

SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

When considering SIMCAT as a training asset the training manager must
look at it in its total perspective--the SIMCAT environment. Although the
system consists of a grouping of microcomputers and videodisc players, the
environment also includes a communications system and a tactical map.
Thus, there are three components of the SIMCAT environment which provides
the means for students to practice command and control skills which relate
to small armor units.

Functional Capabilities

SINCAT provides six functional capabilities: commnunications, vehicle
movement, vehicle firing, turret control, map views, and combat support
(Figure 8).

Conmmunications. The cormunications system allows each student (TC) to
communicate wita simulated gunner (GN), a simulated loader (LD), other
students and the controller/company commander. Communication nets include;
intercom between tank commanders and their crews (simulated), a platoon net
which links all students (PL, PS, TC1, and TC2) and the controller/company
commander, and Ao mrny n o,_AAnd net which liiks the student p!htoon le1der

and platoon sergeant with the controller (company commander). In addition,
each student can send and receive arm and hand signals. The controller and
the OPFOR are linked separately by radio.
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Vehicle Movement. All vehicles will move in response to the
appropriate student command or action, or in response to the appropriate
OPFOR controller action.

"* Friendly Vehicle. A friendly vehicle will move whenever a student
issues a movement command (system recognizes the command and moves
the vehicle) or when the student tank commander gives a "clear
voice" movement command to the student GN/DV and the GN/DV presses
the appropriate movement label on the G/DOCP. There are eighteen
vehicle movement commands.

"* OPFOR Vehicle. An OPFOR vehicle will move whenever the OPFOR con-
troller selects a specific vehicle by pressing the DIRECT UNIT
SELECTION label on the OCCP and then presses the appropriate
movement command label on the DIRECT UNIT MOVEMENT panel of the
OCCP. There are eight vehicle movement commands.

Vehicle Firing. All vehicles can conduct target engagements in
response to appropriate and accurate firing commands if the engaging
vehicle has line of sight with the target vehicle.

* Friendly Vehicles. All friendly vehicles are MI tanks capable of
engaging threat vehicles with main gun SABOT or HEAT ammunition or
with the coaxial machinegun. To engage a threat vehicle the
student lays the main gun onto the target vehicle by manipuliting
the TURRET CONTROL symbol on the TCCP, makes a final lay by
manipulating the SMALL TURRET TURNS symbol on the TCCP, and issuing
a fire command. The system responds to the fire command by voice
recognition and the tank fires at the target. If a student GN/LD
is participating in the exercise, he relays the student tank com-
mander's fire command by pressing the appropriate labels on the
G/DOCP and the system responds by firing at the target.

* OPFOR Vehicle. OPFOR vehicles may be either T72 tanks or BMPs.
The T72 tank can engage target vehicles with main gun SABOT
ammunition, whereas BMPs can engage target vehicles with main gun
HEAT ammunition or SAGGER missiles. To engage a target from a T72
tank, the OPFOR controller places a cursor cross onto the target by
pressing SELECT TARGET or NEXT TARGET, until the cursor cross is on
the target, pressing MARK on the directional arrow symbol, pressing
ACCEPT label on the same panel, and then pressing FIRE ONE on the
EXECUTE ENGAGEMENT panel on the OCCP. To engage a target from a
BMP the OPFOR controller must select the weapon to be fired by
pressing either MAIN GUN or MISSILE after pressing SELECT TARGET.

Turret Controls. There are two controls which permit the student tank
commander or the student gunner/driver to manipulate the main gun onto a
target vehicle:

- uImtL CAJIIL l. IT'e lU T CONT RUOL UOn theI IbOr ur the G/DOCP is
used to lay the main gun onto a target. By manipulating the
multi-arrowed symbol the student can cause the main gun to orient
toward the target. When the student presses the arrow that is
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oriented toward the target the turret will move, stop on that
orientation, and a line trace will emit from the main gun in the
direction that main gun is oriented.

* Small Turret Turns. The SMALL TURRET TURNS panel on the TCCP or
the G/DOCP is used to make a "final lay" onto a target. If the
initial lay or any subsequent lay is off of the target by more than
20 degrees, the system will not respond to a fire command. When
the student presses the appropriate SMALL TURRET TURNS symbol (TURN
RIGHT or TURN LEFT), the main gun will move in five degree
increments toward the target.

Ma Views. The map view seen on color monitors is a 1:24,000 scale.
There are t ree map views: LONG RANGE (6600m x 4950m), MID RANGE (3000m x
2250m), and CLOSE RANGE (600m x 450m). To bring up on the color monitor a
snecific map view, the student presses the LONG RANGE, or MID RANGE, or
cLOSE RANGE symbol on the MAP VIEW CONTROL panel on the TCCP or the G/DOCP.
The OPFOR controller presses the desired map view symbol on the MAP VIEW
CONTROL panel on the OCCP.

"• Long Range. This view is used hy training managers when developing
scenarios, by controllers to monitor total force participation in a
scenario, and by students to determine the general topography of
the scenario operational area.

"* Mid Range. This range presents the best view for ;tudents during
an opposing force exercise. It usually prevents surprise engage-
ments by the opposing force. (If a student is viewing on CLOSE
RANGE (600m x 450m) and the OPFOR is viewing on MID RANGE (3000m x
2250m) the OPFOR can acquire the student vehicle without the
student seeing the OPFOR vehicle.)

"* Close Range. This view is used when a student or the OPFOR moves a
vehicle over difficult terrain. It provides detailed terrain
graphics.

Combat Support Capabilities. Combat support for friendly and OPFOR
units consists of indirect fire and minefields.

Indirect Fires. The capability of SIMCAT to provide indirect fires
gives students the opportunities to practice the task-request and
adjust indirect fires. It also provides the OPFOR the opportunity
to add tactical fidelity to exercises.

- Friendly Forces. When a student requires indirect fires, he
issues a "call for fire" request to the controller (FIST) over
the company command net. The controller enters the target
coordinates into the computer by using the computer keypad.
After a preset interval, a six font burst of artillery fire will
appear on the student and the OPFOR controller color monitors.
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- OPFOR Indirect Fire. When the OPFOR controller wants tc deliver
indirect fire, he presses SELECT TARGET on the INDIRECT FIRE
ENGAGEMENTS panel, he places the cursor cross over the target by
manipulating the arrow symbol on the OCCP, presses MARK on the
arrow symbol, and then presses FIRE on the INDIRECT FIRE
ENGAGEMENTS panel. After a preset interval, a six font burst of
artillery fire will appear on the student and OPFOR controller
color monitors.

* Minefields. While SIMCAT has the capability for providing

minefields, the minefields must be preprogrammed at specific
locations in order to be functional. Once the minefields are
preprogrammed, they can be deactivated.

Task Performance Capabilities

Forty-six procedural tasks, essential to single tank, tank section,
and tank platoon operations, can be practiced on SIMCAT. The number of
tasks by system and leaders are as follows:

SYSTEM LEADERS

SIMCAT technical components TC (10) PS (13) PL (14)
SIMCAT communications TC (7) PS (6) PL (9)
SIMCAT tactical map TC (9) PS (9) PL (9)
SIMCAT environment TC 2) PS 3) PL (.

(Three land navigation tasks can be performed from the tactical
map or the color monitor.)

Tasks that can be practiced on SIMCAT are listed in Table 1.

'Other Capabilities

When conducting SIMCAT exercises, students also can become familiar
with and practice standard operating and troop leading procedures.

SYSTEM LIMITATIONS

SIMCAT is not a panacea training device. It is only one of a number
of different devices on which leaders of small armor units can practice
command and control skills. The system has limitations and the more
apparent ones pertain to vehicle movement, gunnery, combat support, slow
System response time, and performance evaluation.
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Table 1

Tasks Taught/Practiced on SIMCAT

TASK PL PS TC COMPONENT

1. Communicate Using Visual Signaling Techniques X X X STC
2. Identify Terrain Features (Natural and Man-

made) on a Map X X X STC, SM
3. Select a Movement Route Using a Map X X X STC, SM
4. Evade Enemy Antitank Guided Missile (ATGM) X X X STC
5. Call for and Adjust Indirect Fire X X X STC
6. Direct Platoon Fires X X SIC
7. Issue a Frag Order X X STC
8. Direct Consolidation and Reorganization on

the Objective X X STC
9. Analyze Terrain Using the Five MilitLry

Aspects of Terrain X X X STC
10. Collect/Report Information of Potential

Intelligence Value X X X SE
11. React to Indirect Fire X X X STC
12. Direct Main Gun Engagements on an M1 Tank X X X STC
13. Direct Machinegun Engagements on an M1 Tank X X X STC
14. Issue a Fire Conmmand X X X STC
15. Conduct a Tactical Road March X STC
16. Enter or Leave a Radio Net X X X SC
17. Establish a Radio Net X SC
18. Send a Radio Message X X X SC
19. Recognize Electronics Countermeasures (ECCM)

and Implement Electronics Counter-Counter
Measures X X X SC

20. Perform Functions of a Radio Net Control
Station X SC

21. Use the KTC 1400D Numerical Cipher/
Authentication System X X X SC

22. Encode and Decode Messages Using KTC 600D
Tactical Operations Code X X X SC

23. Use Automated Communications-Electronics
Operation Instructions (CEOI) X X X SC

24. Enforce Communications Security X SC
25. Determine Grid Coordinates of a Point on a

Military Map Using Military Grid Reference
System X X X SM

26. Locate an Unknown Point on a Map or on the
Ground by Intersection X X X SM

27. Locate an Unknown Point on a Map or on the
Ground by Resection X X X SM

28. Determine Azimuth Using a Protractor and
Ltriipu ,e Back Ailmuih x I x SM

(table continues)
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TASK PL PS TC COMPONENT

29. Determine Elevation of a Point on the Ground
Using a Map X X X SM

30. Measure Distance on a Map X X X SM
31. Prepare and Submit Interference Reports (MIJI) X X X SE
32. Prepare and Submit a SITREP X X X SE
33. Prepare a Platoon Fire Plan X SE
34. Assign Fields of Fire X SE
35. Prepare and Issue an Oral Operation Order X SE
36. Conduct Troop Leading Procedures X SE
37. Plan Observation Post for Tactical Operaxion X SE
38. Plan and Direct Withdrawal Under Pressure at

Platoon Level X SE
39. Plan and Direct Withdrawal Not Under Pressure

at Platoon Level X SE
40. Plan and Direct Deliberate Attack at Platoon

Level X SE
41. Plan and Direct Hasty Attack at Platoon Level X SE
42. Plan and Direct a Movement to Contact at

Platoon Level X SE
43. Coordinate a Passage of Lines X SE
44. Develop a Plan for a Passage of Lines X SE
45. Plan and Direct Fire and Maneuver at Platoon

Level X SE
46. Prepare a Status Report (STAREP) X SE

TOTALS 46 28 25

STC = SIMCAT TECHNICAL COMPONENTS
SC = SIMCAT COMMUNICATIONS
SM = SIMCAT MAP
SE = SIMCAT ENVIRONMENT

In addition to these procedural tasks that were taken from the 19K10-40
and Armor Officer 01-02 master task lists, students can practice many
nonprocedural tasks during tactical exercises, e.g., consider the best
of several routes (problem solving), decide which target to engage first
(decision making), and the execution of decisions (ACTION RIGHT, orders
to change movement formations, orders at a defile, etc.).

I
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Functional Limitations

Vehicle Movement. The lack of intra-platoon vehicle identification,
the loss of visual contact when operating in heavy woods, and inadequate
arm and hand signals degrade student performance.

• Intra-Platoon Vehicle Identification. Each student can identify
his own tank by a green icon on top of the tank turret. He can
also see his vehicle move whenever he or the GN/DV gives a movement
command. However, when he can see another friendly tank, he cannot
determine from the display which student is controlling that tank.
This problem creates confusion and excess radio traffic during
platoon movement.

* Loss of Vehicle Contact Between TCs When Operating in Heavy Woods.
When tanks enter heavy woods the system degrades the speed of
vehicle movement. However, if a tank is separated from another
tank by more than 60 meters, the students of the two tanks cannot
see each other's vehicle. This results in a loss of section and
platoon control during movement through the woods and scattered and
random egress from the woods.

* Inadequate Arm and Hand Signals. The current system displays arm
and hand signals on the student color monitor whenever a student
presses a symbol on the ARM AND HAND SIGNAL SELECTORS panel of the
TCCP or the G/DOCP. However, the displays are too small to be
distinguishable and they remain on the screen for only three
seconds.

Gunnery. Although SIMCAT is not a gunnery trainer, gunnery engage-
ments were incorporated into the system to enhance exercise realism. The
following functional limitations negatively impact on exercise fidelity.

"* Main Gun Misses Not Accurately Displayed. At the present time, an
explosion font appears on a target when the main gun is fired
whether or not the target is actually hit. This may cause a TC to
think that a target has been hit when in fact it has not been hit.

"* Firing Vehicles Can Engage Only Other Operating Vehicles. This
limitation precludes the student from conducting reconnaissance by
fire, suppressing opposing forces on an objective, neutralizing
specific areas, firing at other objects, and reengaging destroyed
vehicles.

"* Inadequate Flight Signature of Sagger Missile. The flight signa-
ture is an arrow which is displayed on the OPFOR controller and
target vehicle color monitors (as well as other student monitors
when line of sight exists), moving from the firing font of the
firing BMP across the screen toward the target vehicle. Sometimes
the missile signature does not appear on the screen and when it
does its small size makes it difficult to acquire. Also, the short
flight time and the slow system update resulting from an evade
(PIVOT LEFT or PIVOT RIGHT) student command prevents the target
vehicle from evading the missile.
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Combat Support. There are three combat support requirements in which
the present system provides inadequate performance or cannot perform at
all. These functional deficiencies degrade tactical realism and preclude
the student from practicing associated skills.

" Lack of Indirect Fire Single Round Registration. At the present
time the student, acting as a forward observer, submits a "call for
fire" request to the controller (FIST) who enters the target
coordinates into the computer. These actions result in a six font
burst impact display appearing on the student and OPFOR controller
color monitors in 60 seconds. The system cannot display a single
round burst for registration.

" Lack of Screening Smoke Visuals. There are no smoke visuals in the
system. This shortcoming is undesirable because it prevents a
"call for fire" smoke mission and the execution of the task-fire
smoke grenade launchers.

" Lack of a Chemical Cloud or a Chemically Contaminated Area. There
are no chemical warfare visuals in the system. However, there are
several ways in which cues pertaining to chemical contamination can
be injected into an exercise. For example, contaminated areas can
be shown on the TC's map, the TC can receive an NBC-1 report, or
the TC can be given a 3x5 card indicating M8 paper reaction.

"* Lack of Vehicle Turret or Hull Defilade Display. Vehicles are
displayed in either complete defilade (vehicles of opposing forces
cannot be seen by the other force) or in no defilade (vehicles of I
opposing forces can be seen by the other force). This shortcoming
is undesirable because it does not reflect battlefield conditions.

Slow System Response Time. The system constantly monitors and updates
the ac-Tons of all vehicles in a scenario and transmits this information to
the other stations. However, the update time of actions at individual Sstations is slow. This creates confusion and exasperation among players

and results in poor student performance, difficult exercise control and
evaluation, and reduction of exercise fidelity.

Performance Evaluation. The system does not provide a "hard copy"
printout of student performance. The burden of evaluating student perform-
ance was initially placed on the controller, with limited input from the
OPFOR controller. Experience has shown that this approach is not practical
because during a tactical exercise the controller is too involved with
system operations and scenario direction. A partial solution to the
problem is the addition of one dedicated evaluator for every two student
stations. Hoip~verr, the evaluators are not provided with headsets and may
therefore miss many (xchanges between students and the controller.
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Task Performance Limitations

Individual Procedural Tasks. The following tasks cannot be performed
on the system:

"* Engage Targets with the Main Gun from the Commander's Weapon
Station (CWS)

"* Engage Targets with the Coaxial Machinegun from the Commander's

Weapon Station (CWS)

"* Engage Targets with a Caliber .50 Machinegun

"* Fire the M239 or the M250 Grenade Launcher

Other Tasks. The following tasks cannot be performed on the system:

"* Suppress Suspected Enemy Position with Direct Fire

"* Conduct Night Operations

SIMCAT PLAYER PREPARATIONS

Prior to the start of the first SIMCAT exercise all players (students,
station evaluators, controller, OPFOR controller, and the training manager)
must become thoroughly familiar with system functions pertaining to their
position and with the correct application of procedural and nonprocedural
tasks. It is assumed that the controller, OPFOR controller, and station
evaluators are familiar with small armor unit tactics and the correct exe-
cution of procedural and nonprocedural tasks. It is also assumed that
students will possess the requisite skills and knowledges to execute these
tasks.

Attempting to learn system functions during an exercise is counter-
productive and wastes training time.

A detailed explanation of player preparations is contained in Annex A
of this report.
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ANNEX A
PARTICIPANT PRE-EXERCISE PREPARATIONS

This annex describes the preparations that SIMCAT participants must
complete before exercises can be conducted on the system. These
preparations include requirements for the training manager, controller,
OPFOR controller, station evaluators, and students.

TRAINING MANAGER

The training manager is responsible for developing training exercises
that can be conducted on SIMCAT. The training exercises are derived from
tactical scenarios which are verbal/graphic presentations of a series of
opposing force actions and counter-actions which normally occur during the
conduct of a unit mission.

To develop viable scenarios the training manager must be thoroughly
familiar with the SIMCAT system, tasks that can be trained on SIMCAT, tasks
that are to be trained on SIMCAT, and cues that stimulate task performance.
A sequenced procedure for developing tactical scenarios is illustrated in
Figure A-I.

System Familiarization (Step 1)

This step includes familiarization with system functions, capabili-
ties, and limitations. This step is accomplished by an in depth study of
the appropriate sections of this report, viewing a system site demonstra-
tion, and hands-on experience with the system.

Identify Tasks To Be Trained (Step 2)

Tasks required to be trained in each course are listed in course
curricula. Tasks that can be trained on the system are listed in Table 1
of this document.

Identify Task Performance Cues (Step 3)

In this step, cues which stimulate task performance are identified.
Within the SIMCAT environment there are two types of cues--environmental
cues and leader/controller cues.

Environmental Cues. These cues are manifested by displays on player,, nit ,or . T h ey .. -' • 4- Xoat , --. " -L ' .......
nirlu t cation an, movement of vhic,,LEs, the tave, -

ing of tank turrets, opposing force direct fire engagements, indirect
artillery fire, and terrain views.
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Leader/Controller Cues. These are audio cues that are injected into
exercises over the co7unications system in the form of directives, orders,

requests, and information.

Identify CueEliciting Events (Step 4)

Cue eliciting events are cameo segments of the battlefield environment
which initiate task performance by students. The training manager must
identify and match events with task stimulating cues, and the tasks that
are stimulated. An example of this procedure is shown in Figure A-2.

When identifying cue eliciting events, the training manager must
consider if the event is applicable in regards to the jn:t 'rission
battlefield realism, and sequence within the scenario. In ado~tion he must
estimate the amount of time that will be required to complete t,•e event.
By recording the time required to complete each event in a scenario, the
training manager can determine the total time required to complete an
exercise.

Mission. Is it reasonable that the event would occur during the
missiioni-

Battlefield Realism. Is it reasonable that OPFOR would engage the
friendly tark? Or that the required student tasks would be performed?

MISSION
(Operating Stimulus)

"Rejoin platoon after repairing broken track."

EVENT

ACTION (OPFOR)

CUE: An acquired friendly tank
TASK: Engage friendly tank

COUNTER-ACTION (Student)

CUE: OPFOR direct tank fire
TASKS: Direct driver move into defilade

Engage OPFOR tank
Submit SPOTREP

Figure A-2. SIMCAT scenario cue stimulating event example.
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.Sequence. Is the sequence with other events logical in light of the
missi'n7

Time. As the training manager visualizes cue eliciting events, he
estimate-s and records the time to complete opposing force actions and
counter-actions for each event. This information will be used later to
determine the entire lert,- h of the exercise.

Scenario Draft

At this point in scenario development the necessary information
required to structure the scenario draft has been brought together. The
following sequence of steps should be followed to complete the scenario
draft.

1. Mark the corner coordinates (6918-0677, 6660-0040, 8751-9936,
8493-9929) of the system terrain display area on the 1:50,000
scale tactical map.

2. Connect the corner coordinates of the terrain display area. This
provides an exercise area 20 km x 6 km.

3. Divide the terrain display area into sectors--four sectors for a
single tank tactical exercise (STTX) and two sectors for a tank
section tactical exercise (TSTX). Label the sectors A, B, C, etc.

4. Assign a tactical mission to the exercise consistent with the
background and experience of the students.

5. Select and mark on the map the beginning point of the exercise
(start point for STTXs and TSTXs; forward assembly area for tank
platoon tactical exercises [TPTXs] and tank company tactical
exercises [TCTXs]).

6. Select and mark on the map the ending point of the exercise
(release point for STTXs and TSTXs; objective, limit of advance,
battle position or rear assembly area for TPTXs and TCTXs).

7. Determine the appropriate route or likely direction of advance and
connect the beginning point with the ending point along the route
or direction of advance.

8. Select and mark on the map appropriate control measures (i.e.,
start, check, release, and passage points, phase lines,
objectives, limit of advance, battle position).

9. Select and mark on the map initial locations of friendly vehicles

and initial orientation of main guns.

10. Select and mark on the map cue elicitinc cvent locations.

11. Select and mark on the map initial locations of OPFOR vehicles
and initial orientation of main guns.
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12. Select and mark on the map locations of minefields.

13. Select and mark on the map pre-planned OPFOR indirect fire
locations.

14. Record grid coordinates of the initial locations of all vehicles,
and locations of pre-planned OPFOR indirect fire and minefields.

15. Prepare a mission statement for STTXs and TSTXs or a mission order
for TPTXs and TCTXs.

Repeat the above steps as appropriate for other sectors in STTXs and TSTXs.

Scenario Outline

Data from the scenario draft and system vehicle specifications (i.e.,
type and amount of ammunition on board each vehicle in SIMCAT) are used to
prepare a scenario outline. This action is required before the scenario
can be programmed into SIMCAT. Detailed instructions for preparing a
scenario outline are contained in the Guide to the Operation of SIMCAT
(Drucker, 1986a, pp. 29-46).

ScenarioProgramming

Information contained in the scenario outline is entered into SIMCAT
in accordance with the procedures described in the Guide to the Operation
of SIMCAT (Drucker, 1986a, pp. 47-51).

Scenario Verification

The accuracy of the scenario outline is verified when all
participants, except students, preview the exercise. The initial locations
of all vehicles, main gun orientations, and the locations of OPFOR
pre-planned indirect fire, minefields, and control measures are checked

for accuracy and realism. Inaccurate or inappropriate locations of these
activities are reprogrammed at this time. During the verification process,
the locations of OPFOR vehicles in STTX and TSTX scenarios are checked to
ensure that OPFOR vehicles assigned to one sector cannot be acquired by a
student player operating in another sector.

During verification time checks of cue eliciting events are recorded
to determine total exercise time.

CONTROLLER

The controller's responsibilities include training students to use the
system, directing tactical exercises, and evaluating student performance.
To perform these responsibilities, the controller must be thoroughly
familiar with the functions, capabilities, and limitations of the system,
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small armor unit tactics, tasks required to perform small unit tactics, the
exercise scenario, and student performance evaluation.

System Familiarization

There are two functions, not previously covered in this document, that
the controller must perform during SIMCAT exercise training: (1) starting,
stopping, and restarting the system, and (2) delivering indirect artillery
fire when requested by students. The procedures for performing these
functions are contained in Enclosures 1 and 2 to this annex.

Other system functions and its capabilities and limitations are
addressed in other sections of this document.

Student Preparation

Student preparation includes a system overview, voice enrollment, and
student station familiarization. A controller narrative for system
overview and student station familiarization is at Enclosure 3 to this
annex. Procedures for voice enrollment are described in DOC1O.TXT, To
Enroll a New Trainee.

Direction of Tactical Exercise

The direction of a tactical exercise includes several controller
responsibilities, i.e., starting, stopping, and restarting the system as
described in Enclosure 1; monitoring communications, injecting cues into
the exercise, and providing friendly indirect fire as described in
Enclosure 2; and monitoring OPFOR controller and station evaluator
activities, and insuring exercise continuity.

Monitoring Communications. The controller should monitor the platoon
net to obtain information on student performiance. He also must monitor the
platoon net to receive reports and requests from students. In addition, by
monitorind communications the controller can determine if the exercise is
progressing according to the exercise time table.

Injecting Cues into an Exercise. Controller initiated cues are
introduced into a scenario during pre-exercise briefings, by operation or
frag orders, or by spontaneous orders, directions, and reports during an
exercise. The cues must be injected into an exercise at the appropriate
time and place to ensure tactical realism and the performance of tasks
selected for training.

Monitoring OPFOR Controller and Station Evaluators. Monitoring OPFOR
control ler and station vaqliatnr 1 ctivities is required to ensure exercise
realism, control, and continuity.
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* OPFOR Controller. Threat vehicle movement, target engagements, and
indirect fire are initiated and controlled by the OPFOR controller.
However, the controller must keep abreast of these activities to
ensure that threat actions are consistent with the general scheme
of the scenario and to provide appropriate cues to elicit task
performance.

* Station Evaluators. Whenever the controller observes that a
student is having a problem performing a task or a problem that
jeopardizes exercise continuity, he must assure that a station
evaluator assists the student.

Ensuring Exercise Continuity. Ensuring exercise continuity is the
most important activity performed by the controller and station evaluators.
It is achieved by having a thorough knowledge of the system and the
scenario/exercise. If exercise continuity is not maintained, training
goals will not be reached, students will become restless, and training time
will be excessive.

OPFOR CONTROLLER

The OPFOR controller's responsibilities include moving threat
vehicles, engaging student tanks, and placing indirect fire on student
tanks in concert with scenario requirements. His overall responsibility is
to coordinate these actions into a viable and logical visual presentation
in response to friendly force operations. To fulfill these responsibili-
ties the OPFOR controller must be familiar with the functions,
capabilities, and limitations of the system, the scenario/exercise, and the
functions of the following components of his station.

Keypad (Touch Panel)

The keypad (see Figure 11) is the focal point of OPFOR controller
actions. The OPFOR controller uses the keypad to initiate vehicle
movement, execute direct fire and indirect fire engagements, determine the
status of OPFOR vehicles, and change map views.

Monochrome Monitor

The monochrome monitor is used to display the status of OPFOR vehicles
when the OPFOR controller presses the SHOW UNIT STATUS label on the keypad.

Color Monitor

The color monitor is used to display terrain views and actions of
student and OPFOR vehicles that are within the selected field of view.
Different fields of view are selected when the OPFOR controller presses the
appropriate MAP VIEW CONTROL label on the keypad.
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Exercise Scenario

The integration of threat actions at appropriate times and places adds
realism to the exercise. However, the injection of these actions must
be consistent with the overall scheme of the scenario.

STATION EVALUATORS

Station evaluators are responsible for assisting students and evalu-
ating their performance. To perform these duties, stations evaluators must
be familiar with system functions, capabilities, and limitations, the
exercise scenario, and the correct procedures for performing procedural and
non-procedural tasks.

Student Performance Evaluation

During performance evaluation, evaluators must focus on the perform-
ance of required tasks by students. They must observe student actions in
regards to tank movement, target engagement, transmitting reports, and
responding to orders. The evaluators must be able to differentiate between
poor task performance resulting from a lack of appropriate knowledge and
skills and poor task performance resulting from an inability to master
SIMCAT's operation. Since the former is a task performance problem,
whereas the latter is a system familiarization problem, each type of
problem would require a different solution. (Performance evaluation score
sheets are included in the exercise packages, Annexes B, C, D, and E.)

Student Performance Assistance

When an evaluator determines that a student has a system operating
problem, he should assist the student promptly to ensure exercise conti-
nuity. If the problem is serious enough as to jeopardize the continuity of
the exercise the evaluator should alert the controller who must then decide
whether or not to stop the exercise. If a student has a task performance
problem, the evaluator should provide whatever instruction is required. The
controller and evaluators must remember that SIMCAT is a training vehicle
and that students are at the facility to learn.

STUDENTS

Student preparations for practicing procedural and non-procedural
tasks on SIMCAT include an overview of the system, voice enrollment, and
stludj ent btdtion famiiiarization.
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System Overview

The system overview, which is presented by the controller,
familiarizes students with the layout of the facility, station functions,
station component functions, and the duties of the controllers and
evaluators. (See system overview narrative, Enclosure 3.)

Voice Enrollment

After the system overview has been completed, the controller will

assign students to stations. The controllers and evaluators will then
enroll student voices. (For voice enrollment procedures see DOCIO.TXT, To
Enroll a New Trainee.)

Station Familiarization

Station familiarization should be limited to only those components

with which the student will interact. These include the keypad (touch
panel), color monitor, communications system, and tactical map. (See
student station familiarization, narrative, Enclosure 4.)
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Enclosure 1 to Annex A

STARTING, STOPPING, AND RESTARTING THE SYSTEM

It is very important that the controller know how to start and stop
the system; how to go back in time to a point in the scenario and restart
the system; and what to do when there is a system failure. Knowledge of
these procedures is essential to prevent system damage and to maximize
available training time.

Powering-Up the System

Power-up the system by turning on the following components in the
sequence indicated.

1. Turn ON the Surge Protectors and the Back-Up Power Supply. Then
press the Reset Button on the Back-Up Power Supply.

2. Turn ON the Communications Power Supply.

3. Confirm that the diskette labelled "C Sys U" (or "Campbell's
System Utilities-) is in the A: drive (the higher of the two disk
drives) at the controller's station. (If it is not, insert the
diskette into the drive).

4. Turn ON the Computer, Videodisc Player and Color Monitor (in any
order) at the controller's station.

5. Turn ON the Computer and the Hard Disk Drive (in that order) at
the file server station.

6. Turn on the Computer, Videodisc Player and Color Monitor (in any
order) at each of the following stations: TC1, TC2, PL, PS, and
OPFOR (in any order).

At this time the system is powered-up. To proceed into an exercise the
controller must follow the detailed instructions contained in the Guide to
the Operation of SIMCAT (Drucker, 1986a, pp. 11-18).

Stopping the System

To stop or close down the system turn off the following components in
the sequence indicated.

1. Turn OFF the Computer, Videodisc Player, and Color Monitor (in
any order) at the tollowing stations: TC1, TC2, PL, PS, and
OPFOR (in any order).

2. Turn OFF the Hard Disk Drive and the Computer (in that order) at
the file server station.
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3. Turn OFF the Computer, Videodisc Player, and Color Monitor (in

any order) at the controller's station.

4. Turn OFF the Communications Power Supply.

5. Turn OFF the Back-Up Power Supply and the Surge Protectors (in
that order).

Restarting a Scenario at a Point Back in Time

There may be times during an exercise when the controller wants to
stop the exercise to critique player performance. When the critique has
been completed, the controller will need to restart the scenario to
continue the exercise.

An exercise scenario can be stopped and restarted from the point at
which it was stopped, from the point at which it was last started, or from
any point in between.

A scenario can only be stopped and then restarted from the
controller's station. To restart a scenario follow these steps:

1. If the Color Monitor at the controller's station has on display
the World View, one of the four TC displays, or the OPFOR
display, press the (Esc) key in order to return to an earlier menu
on the Monochrome Monitor. (If none of these views is on display,
skip this step.)

2. Each time a menu appears, press

r

until the following message appears on the screen

CIRL + ENTER to Stop Current initial Conditions

3. Simultaneously press the

Ctrl Enter

keys.

NOTE: The Enter key is the key with the bent arrow.

4. The SIMCAT Scenario menu will appear on the screen. When it
does, press

to restart the scenario.
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5. The Restart menu will appear on the screen. When it does, press

1

to restart the scenario from the point at which it was last
started, or press

2

to restart the scenario from the end point, or press

3

to start the scenario at a point in between.

6. If you pressed "3" you must indicate at what point in time the
scenario should be restarted. The range from which you can
choose will be specified on the screen. For example, if the
duration of the scenario was 16 minutes, a message will inform
you that you can restart the scenario at any point from 0 (the
original starting point) to 15 (one minute prior to the ending
point).

7. Decide at whit point you want to restart the scenario. Then type
the number corresponding to that point. Since the number must
contain four digits, enter a "0" for each unused digit. Press the
Enter key after the number has been completely typed. For
example, if you want to go back to minute 3, type

0 0 0 3 and press Enter

If you want to go back to minute 12, type

0 0 1 2 and press Enter

NOTE: Use the keys on the top row of the keyboard when typing
these numbers.

WARNING: Once a scenario is restarted, it can never be restarted
again from an earlier point. For example, if the duration of the
scenario was 16 minutes and the scenario was restarted at minute
12, the scenario can never be restarted from minutes 0 to 11.

8. The display will begin to appear on the color monitors in about 30
seconds. If a vehicle appears on a monitor, but the terrain
display does not, press either the MID RANGE or FAR RANGE label
on the TCCP or OCCP at each station where the terrain display is
missing.
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Enclosure 2 to Annex A

INDIRECT FIRE PROCEDURES

The controller is also the company fire control officer (FIST). In
that capacity he rebponds to student call for fire requests by placing
system delivered indirect fire in the target area. When delivering
indirect fire, the controller has three tools which enhance the accuracy of
his responses to a call for fire and which provide a hard copy record of
student performance. These tools are described below.

Target, Grid Line, Color Monitor Orientator _(TGLCMQ_)

The TGLCMO, which is shown in Figure A-3, is used to orient the
tactical map grid lines with the color monitor. The vertical grid lines on
the map are approximately 20 degrees to the left of the vertical plane of
the color monitor. Therefore, when the controller responds to a student's
round adjustment (made in reference to the observer target (OT) line) by
"eye- balling" the location for the next adjustment round, this results in
an excessive number of adjustments which is unsatisfactory. With the
TGLCMO the controller can accurately orient the OT line with the color
monitor.

To set-up the TGLCMO, follow the steps below in the sequence
indicated.

1. Mark a T with a grease pencil on the color monitor protective
glass at the location corresponding to the target coordinates.

2. Place the TGLCMO on the protective glass and manipulate it until
the T on the TGLCMO is aligned with the T made with the grease
pencil. Then align the top of the TGLCMO parallel with the top of
the color monitor and the sides of the TGLCMO parallel with the
sides of the color monitor.

3. Secure the TGLCMO to the color monitor with tape.

1:24,000 (MID RANGE) Coordinate Scale

The 1:24,000 coordinate scale, which is shown in Figure A-4, accommo-
dates the 1:24,000 scale MID RANGE terrain display. (When requesting
indirect fire students should have their color monitors on the MID RANGE
view (3000 x 2250m). This view provides the best engagement perspective,
the impact fonts are distinguishable, and target areas are easily identi-
fied.
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Figure A-4. SIMCAT 1:24.000 coordinate
scale (MID RANGE DISPLAY).

Fire Mission Work Sheet (FMWS)

The FMWS, which is shown in Figure A-5, provides space for the
controller to enter fire mission data. The worksheet accommodates four
fire missions and has an initial request section and an adjustment section.
The first section has space for the student's call sign (ADJUST FIRE),
target coordinates (GRID), target description (TARGET), authentication
challenge (AUTH CHALLENGE), authentication response (AUTH RESPONSE), firing
battery and rounds per gun (BTRY/ROUNDS), and direction from the observer
to the target (DIRECTION). The second section includes space for entering
1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th round adjustments for deflection and range changes and
adjustmcnt coordinates. In addition, there is a space for target effects.
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Fire Mission Example

Figure A-6 illustrates an example of a fire mission during which the
controller used the tools shown in Figures A-3, A-4, and A-5. The sequence
of steps is shown below:

1. Change the color monitor display to the display being watched by

the student requesting indirect fire.

2. Enter the student's call sign in the FMWS.

3. Enter the target coordinates in the FMWS.

4. Locate the target on the tactical map. Then place a T at that
location on the color monitor protective glass.

5. Enter the target description in the FMWS.

6. Select the authentication challenge from CEOI, enter the challenge
in the FMWS, and issue the challenge.

7. Enter the challenge response in the FMWS and verify the response
in the CEOI. (If the response is incorrect, the controller
announces, "Authentication incorrect" and issues a new challenge.)

8. Enter the battery to fire the mission and the rounds per gun to be
fired in the FMWS and announce this information to the student.

9. Enter the student (observer) target direction (OT line) in the
FMWS.

10. Enter the target coordinates into the computer.

11. Place the TGLCMO on the color monitor protective glass and
manipulate it until the T is over the T on the protective glass
and the top and sides of the TGLCMO are parallel with the top and
sides of the color monitor.

12. Secure the TGLCMO to the color monitor with tape.

13. Draw a straight line through the T on the TGL.CMO to the direction
number on the rim of the TGLCMO. (This is the OT line.)

14. Announce SPLASH five seconds before impact. (Sixty seconds after
the target coordinates are entered into the computer, impact fonts
will appear on the student and controller color monitors.)

15. Mark "1" on the TGLCMO where the first set of impact fonts appear
on the color monitor.

16. When the student sends his first adjustment, enter the numerical
deflection and range in the FMWS.
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17. Lay the inside edge of the 1:24 coordinate scale parallel to the
OT line and move the scale along the line until the arm of the
scale intersects the "1" at the student's numerical deflection
and/or range correction.

18. Locite the deflection and/or range correction point Gn the
tactical map and enter the coordinates of that point in the FMWS.

19. Enter the adjustment coordinates into the computer.

20. Announce SPLASH five seconds before impact.

21. Mark "2" on the TGLCMO where the second set of impact fonts appear
on the color monitor.

22. When the student sends his second adjustment, enter numerical
deflection and/or range in the FMWS.

23. Lay the inside edge of the 1:240000 coordinate scale parallel to
the OT line and move the scale along the line until the arm of the
scale intersects the "2" at the student's numerical deflection
and/or range correction.

24. Locate the deflection and/or range correction point on the

tactical map and enter the coordinates of that point in the FMWS.

25. Enter the adjustment coordinates into the computer.

26. Announce SPLASH five seconds before impact.

27. Mark "3" on the TGLCMO where the third set of impact fonts appear
on the color monitor.

28. When the student sends his third adjustment, enter numerical
deflection and range in the FMWS.

29. Lay the inside edge of 1:24,000 coordinate scale parellel to the
OT line and move the scale along the line until the arm of the
scale intersects the "3" at the student's numerical deflection
and/or range correction.

30. Locate the deflection and range correction point on the tactical

map and enter the coordinates of that point in the FMWS.

31. Enter the adjustment coordinates into computer.

32. Announce SPLASH five seconds before impact.

33. Mark "4" on the TGLCMO where the fourth set of impact fonts appear
Ull l'II col in l Il• rl ' t .U ,

34. When the student sends his fourth adjustment, enter the numerikal
deflection and/or range in the FMWS.
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35. Lay the inside edge of the 1:24,000 coordinate scale parallel to
the OT line and move the scale along the line until the arm of the
scale intersects the "4" at the student's numerical deflection
and/or range correction.

36. Lzte the deflection and range correction point on the tactical

map and enter the coordinates of that point in the FMWS.

37. Enter the adjustment coordinates into the computer.

38. Announce SPLASH five seconds before impact.

39. Mark -5" on the TGLCMO where the fifth set of impact fonts appear
(fire for effect) on the color monitor.

NOTE: The controller must enter into the computer the adjustment
coordinates, determined from the student's adjustments, even though
the controller might believe that the student's adjustments were
incorrect.

Fire Mission Procedure Example

Figure A-7 is an example of fire mission communications between the
student (FO) and the controller (FIST).
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Enclosure 3 to Annex A

SYSTEM OVERVIEW NARRATIVE

INTRODUCTION

"Good morning (or afternoon) and welcome to SIMCAT. I am
the OIC (or NCOIC) and during your training on the simulator I Wii11be the
controller. This is , the OPFOR controller, and this is

and _ _ the station evaluators.

"SIMCAT, the acronym for simulation in combined arms training, is a
tactical training device which combines battle simulation techniques with
microcomputer and videodisc technology. The device is used for practicing
tank commander, tank section leader, and tank platoon leader command,
control, and communications skills learned in a non-tactical environment.
It also has a limited capability for use in practicing tank company
commander command and control skills."

"During your time with SIMCAT you will receive a system overview, have
your voices enrolled in the voice recognition system, become familiar with
the student station and student station operations, and practice procedural
and nonprocedural tasks within the context of a tactical exercise."

"SIMCAT consists of a controller station, an OPFOR controller station,
four student stations, and a fileserver station. Two student performance
evaluators will serve as my assistants. The components at the stations
allow students to participate in tactical exercises across different scaled
terrain displays with moving and shooting tanks against a moving and
shooting threat force. The controllev acts as the higher unit commander
and provides command and control during exercises. The OPFOR controller
provides command and control of threat forces. One evaluator is assigned
for every two students. His duties are to monitor, record, and report
student performance and to provide task performance and system performance
assistance when required."

CONTROLLER STATION

"The controller station consists of a computer, keyboard monochrome
monitor, color monitor, communications console and headset, tactical map,
and videodisc player. (Point to each component.) During an exercise the
controller uses the components as follows:

* Computer Keyboard. By punching correct letters on the keyboard
(demonstrate) various menus will appear on the monochrome monitor
(point to) and terrain views can hp switched to the same terrain
views as seen by students or to the wo-Id terrain view. (Demon-
strate and point to.) With the world view all friendly tanks and
threat vehicles can be seen as can any minefield structured into
the exercise. (Point to vehicles and minefields.) Also bypunching in the correct letters on the keyboard, to bring up the
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indirect fire menu, and then punching in the target coordinates on
the keyboard (demonstrate) friendly indirect fire can be provided.
(Point to.)

"* Monochrome Monitor. This component shows on its screen informa-
tion resulting from entries that were punched into the keyboard.
(Demonstrate and point to information.)

"* Color Monitor. The second monitor provides four different terrain
views, 600m x 450m, 3000m x 2250m, 6600m x 4950m, and a world
view. The various displays are brought up on the screen as
explained in the computer keyboard section above. (Demonstrate
and point to.)

"* Communications Console and Headset. The communications system
provides access to the company command net and the platoon net.
It also provides white noise (radio jamming). (Point to and
demonstrate.) A limited access communications link, activated by
a foot switch, allows controllers to communicate to each other
without student intercept. (Point to and demonstrate.)

* 1:50,000 Scale Tactical Map. This map (point to) is used for
pre-exercise briefings and operation orders and during exercises
for verifying coordinate locations included in student reports.

* Videodisc Player. This component stores terrain displays and on
order accesses the frame from which the required terrain display
is stored, decodes the images that are stored digitally, and
transmits the resulting signals to the color monitor for display.
The controller does not interact directly with this component
(point to)."

OPFOR STATION

"The OPFOR station consists of a computer, monochrome monitor, color
monitor, keypad (touch panel), headset, tactical map, and videodisc player.
(Point to each component.) During an exercise the OPFOR controller uses
the components as follows:

* Keypad (touch panel). The keypad provides many functions, i.e.,
show unit (vehicle) status, find a specific unit (vehicle), select
a specific unit (vehicle), forecast vehicle movement routes,
direct unit (vehicle) movement, set up direct fire engagements,
execute direct fire engagements, execute indirect fire
engagements, and selection of map views. (Point to each function
label on the keypad.)

- To determine the status of a vehicle the SHOW UNIT STATUS label
is pressed and a message will appear on the color monitor
showing the status of the vehicle currently being controlled.
A message will also appear on the color monitor showing the
status of all threat vehicles in the exercise. (Demonstrate
and point to messages.)
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- To select a specific vehicle to control, one or more numbers on
the DIRECT UNIT SELECTION panel is pressed. (Demonstrate and
point to panel.)

- When the current operating vehicle appears with several
.vehicles on the color monitor and it must be rapidly located,
pressing the CURRENT UNIT label on the UNIT FINDER panel will
cause a crosshair to appear over the current operating vehicle.
(Demonstrate and point to the crosshair.)

To move a vehicle a long distance while operating another
vehicle the FORECAST ROUTE symbol on the FORECAST MOVEMENT
panel is pressed. A cursor cross will appear on the color
monitor. The cross is moved to the vehicle to be moved by
manipulating the multi-arrow symbol on the keypad. When the
cursor cross reaches the vehicle MARK on the multi-arrow symbol
is pressed. Then the cursor cross is manipulated over the
desired route to the desired location. Whenever a direction
change is made MARK is pressed. At the destination MARK is
pressed and then the ACCEPT label on the FORECAST MOVEMENT
panel is pressed and the vehicle will move to its destination.
(Demonstrate and point to labels, cursor cross, and vehicle
moving to its destination.)

To move or stop a vehicle the appropriate word or words on the
DIRECT UNIT MOVEMENT panel is pressed. The movement commands
are: MOVE OUT, STEADY ON, SPEED UP, SLOW DOWN, TURN LEFT, TURN
RIGHT, STOP, and BACK UP. (Point to each movement word or
words and demonstrate.)

To set-up a direct fire engagement the cursor cross is moved
onto the selected target by manipulating the multi-arrow
symbol, then pressing MARK when the cursor cross is on the
target. SELECT TARGET, then MAIN GUN or MISSILE, then ACCEPT
are pressed on the SET-UP DIRECT FIRE ENGAGEMENTS panel.
(Point to words and symbol and demonstrate.)

A direct fire engagement is executed by pressing FIRE ONE on
the EXECUTE ENGAGEMENT panel. The engagement is terminated by
pressing CEASE ONE on the EXECUTE ENGAGEMENT panel. (Point to
words and demonstrate.)

To select a map view (600m x 450m, or 3000m x 2250m, or 6600m x
4950m), CLOSE RANGE, cr MID RANGE, or LONG RANGE is pressed on
the MAP VIEW CONTROL panel. (Point to words and demonstrate.)

* Computer. The OPFOR controller does not interact directly with
the computer. (Point to.)

* Color Monitor. The color monitor serves the same purpose at the
OPFOR controller station as it does at the controller station.
(Point to.)
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0 Headset. The headset provides the communicatJon link between the
OPFOR controller and the controller. Transmissions are activwted
by a foot switch. (Point to.)

* 1:50,000 Scale Tactical Map. This map (point to) is used to
provide orientation with the terrain displays on the color
monitor.

* Videodisc Player. This component (point to) serves the same
purpose at the OPFOR controller station as it does at the
controller station. The OPFOR controller does not interact
directly with the videodisc player."

FILESERVER STATION

"The fileserver station consists of a personal computer, a monochrome
monitor, and a hard disc drive. (Point to components.) The hard disc
drive contains files that are shared by other stations. The fileserver
relays data, i.e., vehicle movement and firing, from one station to another
station as part of the computer network. This station is unmanned."

STUDENT STATION

"This is the student station. Here we will cover station components,
their functions, and system capabilities and limitations, has
his voice enrolled at this station and during the briefing eTwl
demonstrate operations of the station."

"Each student station includes a keypad (touch panel), personal
computer, keyboard, color monitor, videodisc player, communications, and a
tactical map.

* Keypad (touch panel). The keypad provides five functions, i.e.,
engine controls, arm and hand signals, laying main gun for
direction, making main gun final lay, and selection of map views.
(Point to each function label on the keypad.)

- To stop or restart the tank, the STOP ENGINE or the START
ENGINE label on the ENGINE CONTROL panel is pressed. To
determine the status of the tank, the SHOW TANK STATUS label on
the ENGINE CONTROL panel is pressed. (Demonstrator presses
SHOW TANK STATUS label and points out the status message on the
color monitor.)

- Arm and hand signals can be given by pressing the appropriate
signal seectors (pictures) on t MIMI rNil ,,••"IND SIGNIAL
SELECTORS panel. When a signal selector is pressed, the image
of that signal will appear over each tank and remain on the
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color monitors for approximately three seconds. (Demonstrator
points out signal selectors, presses a signal selector, and
points out signal image on the color monitor.)

- The main gun is laid for direction by pressing the arrow, on
the multi-arrow symbol, that is pointing toward the target.
(Demonstrator selects a point on the terrain display, presses
the appropriate arrow, and explains the line trace which is
emitted from the main gun after the main gun has traversed to
the desired direction.)

- To make a final lay, the appropriate TURN LEFT or TURN RIGHT
symbol on the SMALL TURRET TURNS panel is pressed. (Demon-
strator points out main gun initial lay, the left or right
deviation of the main gun initial lay to the target, and how to
make a final lay.)

- The procedure for selecting a map view is the same as described
at the controller station. (Demonstrator points to map view
symbols and changes map views.)

Keypad (touch panel) (GN/DV option). A second student may be
added to each station to serve as the gunner/driver. When this is
done, the GN/DV option keypad is substituted for the regular
keypad. The GN/DV option Keypad provides the same functions as
the regular keypad plus driving commands and gunnery commands
functions.

- To get the tank to move in various directions, to change speed,
and to stop, the appropriate driving command label on the
DRIVING COMMANDS panel is pressed. There are eighteen driving
command labels. (Demonstrator presses various driving command
labels and points out tank movement and rate of speed on the
color monitor.)

- To engage a target, once the main gun is laid on a target, the
appropriate gunnery command label on the GUNNERY COMMAND panel
is pressed. There are five gunnery command labels. (Demon-
strator points out gunnery command labels, issues a fire
command by pressing appropriate labels, and points out the
results. The tank commander must issue a "clear voice" fire
command before the GN/DV can press in a gunnery command label.)

* Personal Computer. The student does not interact directly with
the personal computer. (Demonstrator points out personal
computer.)

Keyboard. The student does not interact directly with the
keyboard. (Demonstrator points out keyboard.)
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* Color Monitor. The color monitor serves the same purpose at the
student station as it does at the controller and OPFOR controller
stations. (Demonstrator points to the color monitor, changes map
views, and points out terrain objects.)

* Videodisc Player. The student does not interact directly with the
videodisc player. (Demonstrator points out the videodisc player.

* Communications. The communications system includes a CVC helmet
and an intercommunications control box. These components are
linked to a tactical radio net. The system provides for crew
intercom.unications, a platoon net, and a company command net.
When the GN/DV option is in effect communications between the TC
and GN/DV is by "clear voice," not intercom. (Demonstrator points
to the communications components and transmits on the platoon net
and the company command net.)

• 1:50,000 Scale Tactical Map. The map is used to maintain orienta-
tion with the map views on the color monitor and to determine
coordinates for reports and requests for indirect fire. (Demon-
strator points out tactical map.)

Are there any questions? Good. At this time we'll take a short
break, Then you will be assigned to stations and enroll your voice in the
voice recognition system. Take a break."

NOTE: After the break students are assigned to stations and the controller
and the evaluator personnel will enroll the students in the voice recogni-
tion system in accordance with the procedures outlined in DOCIO.TXT, To
Enroll a New Trainee.
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Enclosure 4 to Annex A

STATION FAMILIARIZATION NARRATIVE

INTRODUCTION

"Now that you have been given an overview of SIMCAT and have enrolled
in the voice recognition system it is time for you to have an opportunity
to use the system."

"By use of the entire SIMCAT system, i.e., the simulator, the communi-
cations system, and the tactical map, you can perform most of the tasks
that are included in your course. However, there are some limitations I
want to point out to you at this time."

SYSTEM LIMITATIONS

"There are two types of limitations you should be aware of; they are
task limitations and system limitations.

"* Task Limitations. The following tasks cannot be performed on the
system:

- Engage targets with the main gun from the commander's weapon
station (CWS).

- Engage targets with the coaxial machinegun from the commander's
weapon station (CWS).

Fire the M239 or the M250 grenade launcher.

- Suppress suspected enemy positions with direct fire.

- Conduct night operations.

"* System Limitations. The following system limitations will affect
or prevent task performance:

- You can identify only your own tank among friendly tanks.

- When operating in heavy woods you cannot see adjacent vehicles
if they are more than 60 meters away.

- Arm and hand signals are hard to distinguish and remain on the
color monitor screen for only a very short time.

- Main gun misses are not shown. All roin-s, fired AppeAr to hit
the target.

- Vehicles can engage only other operating vehicles (friendly or
threat). You cannot engage terrain features.
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- The flight signature of a Sagger missile (a series of arrows
emitting from the firing BMP and moving across the screen
toward the target) is difficult to acquire.

- All indirect fires are displayed by a six font burst. Single
registration rounds are not possible.

- Screening smoke is not available.

- Chemical clouds are not available.

- Slow system response time to student actions is caused by the
system recording and routing every action at every station to
every station. When using the keypad (touch panel) give the
system time to react to your command. When giving voice
movement and gunnery commands speak slowly and clearly (the
same as you did during voice enrollment) and give the system
time to react."

- Vehicles cannot move into defilade positions. If a vehicle is
in line of sight, and if it is located on the displayed
terrain, it will appear on the monitor.

VEHICLE MOV EMENT

(The controller "brings up" on the system the BASIC-1 scenario outline.)

"At this time bring up the CLOSE RANGE, MID RANGE, and LONG RANGE
views on the color monitor. Notice that there are four tanks in the center
of the map views. Your tank has a green turret. Now bring up the MID
RANGE view on the color monitor. You will now practice tank movement.
Your operational areas are: TC1 lower left quadrant, TC2 lower right
quadrant, TC3 (PL) upper left quadrant, and TC4 (PS) upper right quadrant.

On your table is the list of tank movement commands which you used
during voice enrollment. Practice every command at least three times.
Follow a road, move cross country, move through woods, move up and down
hills, and move across water. As your tank moves, observe the speed
indicator which appears in the lower right corner of your color monitor.
Notice that changes in speed depend on the terrain on which the tank is
moving. Observe speed changes between commands SPEED UP, SLOW DOWN, and
DASH. Remember you can only execute PIVOT LEFT or PIVOT RIGHT when the
tank is stopped. Are there any questions? OK, move your tanks out. Stay
in your operational area." (When the GN/DV option is in effect, the GN/DV
will practice tank movement by pressing the appropriate words on the
DRIVING COMMANDS panel of the G/DOCP.)
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TANK GUNNERY

"Now move your tank to the center of your operational area. Good. At
this time practice laying the main gun for direction by using the TURRET
CONTROL panel on the TCCP. Pick a terrain feature and lay the main gun on
it. When you have mastered laying the main gun for direction, practice
making a final lay by using the SMALL TURRET TURNS panel on the TCCP."
(The controller directs OPFOR controller to move two threat vehicles to the
edge of each student's operational area.)

"In a short time two threat targets will appear at the edge of your
operational area. Remember threat vehicles are red (T72 tanks are
rectangular and BMPb are diamond shaped) and friendly tanks are black.
Don't engage friendly tanks, When you see a threat target, lay the main
gun for direction, make a final lay, and issue a fire command. Two actions
must be done correctly or your tank won't fire. The main gun must be laid
within 20 degrees of the target and the fire command elements must be in
the correct sequence. If you are laid on the target accurately and the
fire command is GUNNER-SABOT (or HEAT) (system responds AMMO UP)-TANK (or
ANTITANK) (system responds IDENTIFIED)-FIRE, your tank will fire and hit
the threat target. Fire command sequence, pausing for system responses,
and correct target identification are critical for target engagements. Any
questions? Good. Proceed with target engagements." (When the GN/DV
option is in effect the IC makes the initial lay, the GN/DV makes the final
lay, and the TC issues a fire command and the GN/DV punches in the fire
command elements on the GN/DV OCP.)

STATION COMMUNICATIONS

"Now that all threat targets have been destroyed and you have become
familiar with main gun lay, fire commands, and tank movements, you will
spend some time going over the communications system. You have a CVC
helmet and an intercom control box. The platoon net is marked on the
control box. During today's exercise we will operate only in the platoon
net. At the start of each tactical exercise, the net will be opened in
accordance with standard net operating procedures. You know how to do this
so we won't practice this today. However, I want you to become familiar
with the communications system and how the tactical map is used during an
exercise. For this practice you will be RED ONE (TCI), RED TWO (TC2), RED
THREE (TC3 or FS), RED FOUR (TC4 or PL), and the controller will be RED
SIX. Now locate your present position and report it to the controller by
eight digit coordinates. Good. Now locate a prominent terrain feature and
request indirect fire on the terrain feature. Notice a six font impact in
the vicinity of the terrain feature within five seconds of the controller
(FIST) announcing SPLASH."
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SUMMARY

"You can perform on SIMCAT many of the tasks that are in your course.
However, you must remember system limitations.

"* You cannot engage targets from the commander's weapon station

(CWS), you mut go through the gunner.

"* You can only engage vehicles, you cannot engage terrain objects.

"* You cannot conduct .50 caliber machinegun engagements.

"* You cannot fire on board smoke grenades."

"You should also remember to operate the system most of the time with
the MID RANGE view on. This will help prevent the threat from ambushing
you. If you can see a threat vehicle, the threat vehicle can usually see
you. Are there any questions? At this time take a break. The OPFOR
controller and the evaluators are available to ansver any specific
questions you might have. I will be inputting a tactical exercise into the
system which you will conduct after the break."
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ANNEX B
SINGLE TANK TACTICAL EXERCISE

This annex contains a pre-exercise training program, four single tank
tactical exercises, an exercise schedule, and procedures for evaluating
student performance.

Pre-Exercise Training

Although students will have received a system overview, will have had
their voices enrolled in the voice recognition system, and will have been
familiarized with their stations, they should complete the pre-exercise
training program before conducting an exercise. Pre-exercise training is
intended to enhance students' confidence in the system and improve their
performance of armor tasks on SIMCAT.

During pre-exercise training students will practice tank movement, turret
control, gunnery engagements, calling for indirect fire, and submitting
CONTACT and SPOT reports (see Enclosure 1).

Single Tank Tactical Exercises (STTXs)

There are four STTXs and each can simultaneously accommodate four
students (see Enclosure 2). (Each STTX can simultaneously accommodate eight
students when the GN/DV student option is in effect.) Each STTX includes
eight actions which require the performance of thirty-eight tasks. The
sequence of actions varies among student sectors in each STTX. The only
difference between the STTXs are:

STTX-I. The exercise begins with start points located in the south,
follows-designated routes, and ends at release points located in the north.

STTX-2. In this exercise the general direction of student tank movement
is reversed so that vehicles will move from ncrth to south.

STTX-3. This exercise begins with two start points located along the
west+ sde of the terrain display and two start points located along the east
side of the terrain display, follows designated routes toward the center of
the terrain display, and ends at release points located in the center of the
terrain display.

STTX-4. In this exercise the general direction of student tank movement
is revese so that vehicles will move from the center of the terrain display
toward the ends of the terrain display.
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Exercise Schedule

The estimated time for stuaents to complete system familiarization, voice
enrollment, station practice, pre-exercise training, and two repetitions of an
STTX is six hours. The total time for a class of sixteen students to complete
the required familiarization and training on a single SIMCAT would be
twenty-four hours (see Enclosure 3).

Student Performance Evaluation

The primary reason for evaluating student performance is to determine if
students can perform course tasks. Evaluation is accomplished by in-process
scoring of student performance by station evaluators, the controller, and the
OPFOR controller.

Critique. After each exercise the controller will conduct a formal
critique. The scope of the critique and the sequence of presentations are:

* Student comments on their own good and poor performance.

* Station evaluator comments on good and poor student performance.

* OPFOR controller corments on good and poor student performance.

0 Controller comments on good and poor student performance.

Scoresheets. There are threg different task performance scoresheets.

"* The controller scoresheet is designed to allow the controller to
focus on task performance related to communications and call for fire
procedures, system mastery, and overall student performance.

" The OPFOR controller scoresheet is designed for comments on student
reaction to indirect fire, gunnery engagements, and overall student
performance.

" The station evaluator scoresheet lists all actions and tasks to be
performed at each action. There are GO and NO GO columns, and the
NO GO column is divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY sub-
columns. The evaluator scoresheet is the primary source material for
the critique of student performance.
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Enclosure 1 to Annex B

PRE-EXERCISE TRAINING

This enclosure describes pre-exercise training. The program includes: I
tank movement, turret control, gunnery engagements, calling for indirect fire,
and submitting CONTACT and SPOT report-. (The controller should "bring up" on
the system the BASIC-1 scenario outline as shown in Figure B-i). The
controller should direct the students to place their color monitors on the MID

VIEW range, note the location of the as-ribly area and their own tank, and to
orient themselves with the terrain dispI61, and the tactical map. The,•"

controller should then direct the students L,• rove their tanks to the
following assigned operational areas: TCI - lower left quadrant, TC2 - lower
right quadrant, TC3 (PL.) - upper left quaarant, and TC4 (PS) - upper right
quadrant.

Tank Movement (
During tank movement, the students should practice all basic tank

movements, direct their tanks along roads and trails, and move into and out of
firing positions. (The controller should direct the students to move their
tanks to the center of assigned areas and practice basic tank movements,
movement along routes, and the occupation of firing positions. (Evaluators :-

should critique tank movement performance.)

Turret Control

During turret control training, students should learn the procedures for
making main gun initial lays and final lays. Then they should practice laying
the main gun onto the targets.

Initial Lay Procedures. The main gun is laid for direction by pressing
the IURRET CONTROL symbol on the TCCP or the G/DOCP. The TURRET CONTROL is a
multi-arrow symbol 4n which the top center arrow is oriented with the top
center of the color monitor, the right center arrow is oriented with the right
center of the color monitor, etc. When the arrow that is pointing toward a
target is pressed, the main gun will move in that direction, stop, and a line
will emanate from the main gun and move across the screen toward the target.
If the line trace is within twenty degrees of the target, the system will
respond to a doctrinally correct fire command by announcing IDENTIFIED. When
the tank commander announces FIRE, the main gun or coaxial machinegun will
fire. The controller should demonstrate how to make initial lays and thEn
allow the student an opportunity to practice the procedure.

Final Lay Procedures. When the initial lay has been completed, the
system will respond to the fire command by announcing IDENTIFIED (if the
initial lay moves the gun within twenty degrees of the target) or CANNOT
IDENTIFY (if the initial lay moves the main gun beyond twenty degrees of the
target). If the system responds CANNOT IDENTIFY, the appropriate TURN RIGHT
or TURN LEFT symbol on the SMALL TURRET TURNS control panel on the TCCP or the
G/DOCP is pressed. This action will cause the main gun to move five degrees
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in the direction pressed. If this action brings the main gun to within twenty
degrees of the target, the system will respond to a subsequent fire command by
announcing IDENTIFIED. If the main gun still is not within twenty degrees of
the target as a result of the action, repeat the procedure. The controller
should demonstrate how to make final lays and then allow the student an
opportunity to practice the procedure. Training emphasis should focus on
student recognition and appreciation for a slow system upgrade Time when
laying themaih -gun onto a target.

After the students have practiced making initial and final lays, the
OPFOR controller should move two threat vehicles into stationary positions in
each student's area. The controller should then direct students to practice
main gun lays by issuing a correct fire command and listening for the system
to respond with IDENTIFIED or CANNOT IDENTIFY. The controller should caution
students not to issue the command FIRE when the system announces IDENTIFIED
since this command would cause the system to fire and destroy the target.
Destroyed targets cannot be reengaged. When the students have completed
making initial and final lays at stationary threat vehicles, the OPFOR
controller should cause the threat vehicles to move. The students should then
practice making main gun lays with moving targets. The training emphasis
should fccus on accurate initial main gun lays to reduce the number of final
y. The evaluators should assist students if necessary and critique their

coniTrol performance.

Gunnery Engagement

During gunnery engagement training, the students will learn fire command
procedures applicable to SIMCAT and then practice engaging various targets.
Tank gunnery voice commands require consistent pronunciation, correct target
designation, and the command FIRE be given aoný after the system has announced
IDENTIFIED. The controller should demonstrate fire command procedures at one
of the tank commander stations including the effects of both correct and
incorrect fire commands on the system. Training emphasis should focus on
consistent ronunciation of words, correct-sequence of firecommand elements,
correct target Idenification, and announcing FIRE after the system has
armnounced'IDENTIFIED.--. .

Stationary Tank-Stationary Target Engagement Practice. The OPFOR
contro~ler should move two threat vehicles ito stationary positions in each
student's assigned area. The controller should direct the students to acquire
targets in their areas, move into firing positions, and engage threat targets.
NOTE: When a student destroys the targets in his student area, that student
should practice initial and final lays on destroyed targets. Trainin2
emphasis should focus on main gun lays and fire command procedur7e.The
evaluatt~r shou1! a czit the students if necessary and critique their
engagement performance. Finally, the controller should revive any destroyed
vehicles.

Stationary Tank-Moving Target Engagement Practice. The OPFOR controller
should move two threat vehicles within each student's assigned area. The
controller should direct the students to acquire threat vehicles moving in
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their area, move into firing positions, and engage threat targets. NOTE:
When a student destroys the targets in his student area, that student should
practice initial and final 'lays on destroyed targets. Training emphasis
should focus on maintaining main gun lay leads and fire command procedures.
The evaluators should assist the students if necessary and critique their
engagement performance. The controller should revive any destroyed vehicles.

Calling for Indirect Fire

The controller role plays the friendly force fire support officer and in
that capacity he responds to student call for fire requests by entering
appropriate indirect fire information into the computer. This action causes
the system to display on student color monitors, fonts representing artillery
impact bursts, at the location the student provided in his call for fire
request. The controller should direct the students to submit call for fire
requests for placing indirect fire on destroyed threat vehicles. The
controller should direct the students to follow standard call for fire
procedures and submit requests in the following student sequence: TC1, TC2,
TC3 (PL), TC4 (PS), TC1, TC2, TC3 (PL), and TC4 (PS). NOTE: Since the system
cannot provide single round bursts for registration, registration will be made
using the six round bursts. Training emphasis will focus on call for fire
rocedures and requesting "fire for effect"' no later than the fifth
adustment. The evaluators should assist students if necessary and critique
their call for fire performance.

CONTACT and SPOT Reports

The format of these reports provides for fast and accurate reporting of
enemy and terrain information.

CONTACT Report. The CONTACT report is used to report initial enemy
contact. T'he report is sent in conjunction with returning fire and deploy-
ment. The SPOT report is the preferred method of reporting enemy contact.
When time is critical, however, the CONTACT report will expedite getting the
information reported. The report contains four elements--identification of
the obst.rver, the word CONIACT, the nature of the threat, and the cardinal
direction of the threat.

SPOT Report. The SPOT report is used when observing any known or
suspected enemy activity, when observing any characteristic of an area of
operations likely to affect accomplishment of the mission, and when required
by the operation order. The report contains three elements--identification of
the observer, what is being observed (S-A-L-U-T-[), and the observer's
actions/recommendations.

The controller should assemble the students and review the format of
CONTACT and SPOT rpnorts as described in FC 17-15-3 (TANK PLATOON SOP), April
1985. Training emphasis should focus on fast but accurate reporting in
accordaFice WithFC 17-15-3.

The controller should announce a break in the training. During the break
the controller should "bring up" on the system the first single tank tactical
exercise.
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Enclosure 2 to Annex B

SINGLE TANK TACTICAL EXERCISES

Single Tank Tactical Exercises are designed to provide student tank
commanders the opportunity to practice procedural tasks and command and
control while moving their tanks over prescribed routes on the SIMCAT
simulated battlefield.

Each exercise will accommodate four students simultaneously. During each
exercise, student tank commanders will be confronted with eight action
stations which will require students to perform thirty-eight procedural tasks
and numerous non-procedural (command and control) tasks. The only differences
between the four STTXs are movement route orientations and the sequence of
the action stations.

This enclosure includes four STTXs, described in TABs A through D. Each
exercise is self-contained and includes: (a) exercise scenario outline,
(b) exercise schematic, (c) exercise evaluation sheets, and (d) guidelines for
the controller, OPFOR controller, and station evaluators.
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TAB A

Single Tank Tactical Exercise (STTX-1)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure B-2. The outline establishes the
locations of lane boundaries and minefields, the initial locations of friendly
and threat vehicles, provides friendly and threat force indirect fire
capabilities, and configures ammunition capabilities for all vehicles in the
exercise,

Schematic

The schematic (see Figure B-3) depicts student operational lanes, start
points, routes of movement, release points, and the jeneral locations where
various actions take place. The schematic also includes columns indicating
schematic symbols, action numbers and names, lane action sequence, and tasks
by actions.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three suggested evaluation sheets (see Figures B-4 through
B-6). A separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has three sections
for cowments-COMMUNICATIONS, CALL FOR FIRE, and SYSTEM MASTERY. The fourth
section, OVERALL, provides blocks for a general rating of student performance
(i~e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY, or UNSATISFACTORY).

OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet is similar to
the controller's evaluation sheet. It has two sections for comments--REACTION
TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third section, OVERALL, is the
same as the corresponding section in the controller's evaluation sheet.

Station Evaluator Evaluation Sheet. Down the left side of this evalua-
tion sheet is a list nf all action stations and the procedural tasks to be
performed at each ac.!•;, station. Down the right side of the evaluation sheet
are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student performance. The NO GO column
is sub-divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY columns. The bottom
section of the sheet has space for general comments. This space can be used
to enter comments pertaining to non-procedural (command and control) tasks.

Guidelines

The following guidelines pertain to controller, OPFOR controller, and
station evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.
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Controller

* Issues to each student an exercise overlay which includes: (a) lane
boundaries, (b) start points, (c) movement routes, (d) release
points, and (e) grid coordinates of suspected minefield.

* Directs students to place overlay data on their tactical maps.

* Brings up STTX-1 on the system.

* Directs students to locate their respective lane of operation, tank,
start point, movement route, and release point.

* Reminds students to orient their general line of movement on the
designated route.

"* Tells students that they are attempting to catch up with their
platoon after a delay in a rear assembly area caused by a broken
track. They have communications with the platoon leader
(controller).

"* Tells students that the threat in the area consists of scattered
units supported by artillery. The units are withdrawing north. The
threat has used chemical munitions in the past.

" Announces exercise call signs (i.e., TC1 - RED ONE, TC2 - RED TWO,
TC3 - RED THREE, TC4 - RED FOUR, PL (controller) - RED ONE ZERO, and
FIST (controller) - SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN).

* Opens radio net.

* Directs indirect fire be placed on terrain feature (e.g., road
junctions, bridges, in accordance with the scenario action sequence.

* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

* Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
indirect fire procedures, and reporting.

* Monitors OPFOR controller and station evaluator actions.

* Conducts the exercise critiques.
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OPFOR Controller

"* Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

"* Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario action
sequence.

"• Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanks are
acquired.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to indirect
and direct fire.

* Limits threat actions to that prescribed in the scenario.

* Participates in the exercise critique.

Station Evaluators

"• Ensures that students have the following necessary material for
conducting the exercise.

- MOPP Gear* - Protractor

- M256 Chemical Detector - Coordinate Scale
Kit*

- CEOI - Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Ccde - Lead Pencils

- Straight Edge

"* Ensures that the following student station components are
functioning.

- Communications - Color monitor

- Voice Recognition - Keypad

" Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

" Evaluates student performance with emphasis on procedural tasks and
reporting.

"* Participates in the exercise critiques.

• This equipment may be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen and
complicate the exercise.
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PERFORMANCE rVALUATI )N

STTX-_

Student Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

CALL FOR FIRE

SYSTEM MASTERY

OVERA.LL

EXCELLENT SP.TISFACTCRY UNSATISFACTORY

DZ LI] LI

Figure B-4. SIMUAl controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-_

Student OPFOR Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure b-5. SIMCAT OPFOR control.r ýtudent performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-

Student Station Evaluator

Date Station

GO NO GO

TASK 5 SYT'E
MASTERY MASTERY

START POINT

Enter a radio net

Use an automated CEOI

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system

ENGAGE T72 TANK

Send a CONTACT report

Send a radio message

Acquire and identify target

Issue a fire command

Send a SPOT report

ENGAGE BMP

Send a CONTACI report

Send a radio messagq

Acquire and identify target

Issue a fire command

L Send a SPOT report

Figure B-6. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet.
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"GO NO GO
TA-SK SYTEt-H.

MASTERY MASTERY

BYPASS MINEFIELD /

Check location of minefield

Select movement route around minefield

using a map

Direct driver around minefield

EVADE OPFOR ID FIRE

Direct hatches be closed

Direct driver accelerate through ID fire

Direct MOPP 4

Use M256 chemical detector kit

Prepare/submit NBC 1 report

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code

Send a radio message

Direct MOPP 2

Direct hatches be opened

CALL FOR AND ADJUST ID FI.RE
Acquire and identify target

Request fire

Adjust fire

Lt-C"''r, COUNTERMEASURES
Identify technique

Attempt to transmit through jam
Change to alternate frequency U
Submit interference report

Figure B-6. ýIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet
(cont'd.).
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GO NO GO :

' TASK" SYSTEM i
M'ASIIERY MASTERY

RELEASE POINT

Submit a SITREP

Send a radio message

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code
Use an automated CEOI

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

duthentication system - -

Leave a radio net

GENERL COMMENTS

Figure B-6. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet
(ccnt'd.).
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TAB B

Single Tank Tactical Exerc.i3s (STTX-2)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure B-7. The outline establishes the
locations of lane boundaries and minefields, the initial locations of friendly
and threat vehicles, provides friendly and threat force indirect fire
capabilities, and configures ammunition capabilities for all vehicles in the
exercise.

Schematic

The schematic (see Figure B-8) depicts student operational lanes, start
points, routes of movement, release points, and the general locations where
various actions take place. The schematic also includes columns indicating
schematic symbols, action numbers and names, lane action sequence, and tasks
by action.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three evaluation sheets (see Figures B-9 through B-il). A
separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has three sections
for comments--COMMUNICATIONS7 CLL FOR FIRE, and SYSTEM MASTERY, for
controller general comments. The fourth section, OVERALL, provides blocks for
a general rating of student performance (i.e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY, or
UNSATISFACTORY).

OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet is s..ilar to
the controller's evaluation sheet. It has two sections for comments--REACTION
TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third section, OVERALL, is the
same as the corresponding section in the controller's evaluation sheet.

Station Evaluator Evaluation Sheets. Down the left side of this
evaluation sheet isa list of all action stations and the procedural tasks
to be performed at each action station. Down the right side of the evaluation
sheet are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student performance. The NO GO
column is subdiv 4 ded into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY columns. The bottom
section of the sheet has space for general comments. This space is used for
entering comments pertaining to non-procedural (command and control) tasks.

BIe

oJ.1
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Guidelines

The following guidelines pertain to controller, OPFOR controller, and
station evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.

Controller

0 Issues to each student an exercise overlay which includes: (a) lane
boundaries, (b) start points, (c) movement routes, (d) release
points, and (e) grid coordinates of suspected minefields.

* Directs students to place overlay date on their tactical maps.

* Brings up STTX-2 on the system.

* Directs students to locate their respective lane of operation, tank,
start point, movement route, and release point.

"* Reminds students to orient their general line of movement on the
designated route.

"* Tells students that they are attempting to catch up with their
platoon after delay in a rear assembly area caused by a broken track.
They have communications with the platoon leader (controller).

"* Tells students that the threat in the area consists of scattered
units supported by artillery. The units are withdrawing south. The
threat has used chemical munitions in the past.

"* Announces exercise call signs (i.e., TC1 - RED ONE, TC2 - RED TWO,
TC3 - RED THREE, TC4 - RED FOUR, PL (controller) - RED ONE ZERO, and
FIST (controller) - SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN).

"* Opens radio net.

"* Directs indirect fire be placed on terrain features (e.g., road
junctions, bridges) in accordance with the s:enario action sequence.

* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

M Monitors student progress and be alert to detect student problems
which jeopardize the exercise time table.

SEvaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
indirect fire procedures, and reporting.

* Monitors OPFOR controller and station evaluator actions.

* Conducts the exercise critiques.
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OPFOR Controller

"* Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

" Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario action
sequence.

" Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanks are
acquired.

" Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to indirect
and direct fire.

" Limits threat actions to that prescribed in the scenario.

" Participates in the exercise critiques.

Station Evaluators

" Ensures that students have the following necessary material for
conducting the exercise.

- MOPP Gear* - Protractor

- M25b Chemical Detector - Coordinate Scale
Kit*

- CEOI - Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Code - Lead Pencils

- Straight Edge

"* Ensures stud ,t station components are functioning.

Communication., - Color monitor

- Voice RecognitLion - Keypad

" Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

* Evaluates studEnt performance with emphasis on procedural tasks arid
reporting.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

* This equipment may be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen and

complicate the exercise.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-_

Student Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

CALL FOR FIRE

SYSTEM MASTERY

i

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

U_ LJ L .J

Figure B-9. SIMCAT controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-_

Student OPFOR Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACIORY UNSATISFACTORY

I I I a

Figure B-1O. SIMCAT OPFOR controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-_

Student Station Evaluator _--_

Date Station

GO NO GO

- TASK S•YT
MASTERY MASTERY

Enter a radio net

Use an automated CEOI

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system -

ENGAGE T72 TANK

Send a CONTACT report

Send a radio message

Acquire and identif)i target I

Issue a fire command

Send a SPOT report

Ai

E-NGA^GEc BMP /1111111 A /I/1////1//I//J///

Send a CONTACT report

Send a radio message

Acquire and identify target

Issue a fire command

Send a SPOT report

Figure B-11. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet.
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GO NO GO

'TASK SYSTEMI
MASTERY MASTERY

BYPASS MINEFIELD
Check location of minefield

Select movement route around minefield

using a map

Direct driver around minefield

EVADE OPFOR ID FIRE

Direct hatches be closed

Direct driver accelerate through ID fire

Direct MOPP 4

Use M256 chemical detector kit

Prepare/submit NBC 1 report

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code

Send a radio message

Direct MOPP 2

Direct hatches be opened

CALL FOR AND ADJUST ID FIRE
Acquire and identify target

Request fire

Adjust fire

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

Identify technique

Attempt to transmit through jam

Change to alternate frequency

Submit interference report

Figure B-11. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet
(cont'd.).
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GO NO GO

TSK SYSTEM
MASTERY MASTERY

RELEASE POINT

Submit a SITREP

Send a radio message

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code

Use an automated CEOI

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system -

Leave a radio net

GENERAL COMMENTS

Figure B-Il. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet
(cont'd.).
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TAB C

Single Tank Tactical Exercise (STTX-3)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure B-12. The outline establishes
the locations of lane boundaries and minefields, the initial locations of
friendly and threat vehicles, provides friendly and threat force indirect fire
capabilities, and configures ammunition capabilities for all vehicles in the
exercise.

Schematic

The schematic (see Figure B-13) depicts student operational lanes, start
points, routes of movement, release points, and the general locations where
various actions take place. The schematic also includes columns indicating
schematic symbols, action numbers and names, lane action sequence, and tasks
by action.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three evaluation sheets (see Figures B-14 through B-16). A
separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has three sections
for comments--COMMUNICATIONS, CALL FOR FIRE, and SYSTEM MASTERY, for
controller general comments. The fourth section, OVERALL, provides blocks for
a general rating of student performance (i.e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY, or
UNSATISFACTORY).

OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet is similar to
the controller's evaluation sheet. It has two sections for comments--REACTION
TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third section, OVERALL, is the
same as the corresponding section in the controller's evaluation sheet.

Station Evaluator Evaluation Sheets. Down the left side of this
evaluation sheet is a list of all action stations and the procedural tasks
that are to be performed at each action station. Down the right side of the
evaluation sheet are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student performance.
The NO GO column is subdivided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY columns.
The bottom section of the sheet has space for general comments. This space is
used for entering comments pertaining to non-procedural (command and control)
tasks.
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Guidelines

The following guidelines pertain to controller, OPFOR controller, and
station evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.

Controller

* Issues to each student an exercise overlay which includes: (a) lane
boundaries, (b) start points, (c) movement routes, (d) release
points, (e) grid coordinates of suspected minefields, and (f) loca-
tions of persistent chemical contaminated areas.

* Directs students to place overlay data on their tactical maps.

* Brings up STTX-3 on the system.

Directs students to locate their respective lane of operation, tank,
start point, movement route, and release point.

* Reminds students to orient their general line of movement on the
designated route.

* Tells students that they are attemptir;' to catch up with their
platoon after delay in a rear assembly area caused by a broken track.
They have communications with the platoon leader (controller).

"* Tells students that the threat in the area consists of scattered
units supported by artillery. The units are withdrawing. The threat
has used chemical munitions in the past.

"* Announces exercise call signs (i.e., TCl - RED ONE, TC2 - RED TWO,

TC3 - RED THREE, TC4 - RED FOUR, PL (controller) - RED ONE ZERO, and
FIST (controller) - SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN).

* Opens radio net.
* Directs indirect fire be placed on terrain features (e.g., road

junctions, bridges) in accordance with the scenario action sequence.

"* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

"* Monitors student progress and be alert to detect student problems
which jeopardize the exercise time table.

"* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
indirect fire procedures, and reporting.

* Monitors OPFOR controller and station evaluator actions.

* ConducLs Lhe exercise critiques.
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OPFOR Controller

• Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

* Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario action
sequence.

* Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanks are
acquired.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to indirect
and direct fire.

* Limits threat actions to that prescribed in the scenario.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

Station Evaluators

* Ensures that students have the following necessary material for
conducting the exercise.

- MOPP Gear* - Protractor

- M256 Chemical Detector - Coordinate Scale
Kit*

- CEOI - Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Code - Lead Pencils

- Straight Edge

* Ensures student station components are functioning.

- Communications - Color monitor

- Voice Recognition - Keypad

& Monitors student przgress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on procedural tasks and
reporting.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

* This equipment may be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen and
complicate the exercise.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-__

Student ______________ Controller

Date____________ Station________________

GENERAL COMMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

S

__IN

GALL FOR FIRE

!

SYSTEM MASTERY

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure B-14. SIMCAT controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-_

Student OPFOR Controller

Date Station _

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure B-15. SIMCAT OPFOR controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-

Student_ Station Evaluator

Date Station _

GO No GO
TASK - SYSTEMl

MASTERY MASTERY

START POINT ,.,// /!y/ , -T, ," ' I
Enter a radio net

Use an automated CE0I

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system -- - -

ENGAGE T72 TANK j '/// ,,,-,.' . ./

Send a CONTACT report

Send a radio message

Acquire and identify target

Issue a fire command

Send a SPOT report

ENGAGE BMP : ,'77f,

Send a CONTACT report

Send a radio message

Acquire and identify target

Issue a fire command

Send a SPOT report

Figure B-16. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet,
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""C rM "- -

GO NO GO

- TASK ISYSTEM
MASTERY MASTERY

BYPASS MINEFIELD,, //!/./ I/, /f/I// I /

Check location of minefield

Select movement route around minefield

using a map

Direct driver around minefield

EVADE OPFOR ID FIRE - " i//, "'////, ,

Direct hatches be closed

Direct driver accelerate through ID fire

Direct MOPP 4

Use M256 chemical detector kit

Prepare/submit NBC 1 report

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code I -
Send a radio message

Direct MOPP 2

Direct hatches be opened

CALL FOR AND ADJUST ID FIRE /// / __"____I,,/:i

Acquire and identify target

Request fire

Adjust fire

ELECTRONIC COUNTEkMEASURES ./,// ,/' 'iv
Identify technique

Attempt to transmit through jam

Change to alternate frequency

Submit interference report

Figure 16. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet
(cont'd.).
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GO NO GO

TASK SYSTEM
MASTERY MASTERY

RELEASE POINT - W/,

Submit a SITREP

Send a radio message

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical opsrations code

Use an automated CEOI

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system
Leave a radio net I

GENERAL COMMENTS

(cont'd.).
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TAB D

Single Tank Tactical Exercise (STTX-4)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure B-17. The outline establishes
the locations of lane boundaries and minefields, the initial locations of
friendly and threat vehicles, provides friendly and threat force indirect fire
capabilities, and configures ammunition capabilities for all vehicles in the
exercise.

Schematic

The schematic (see Figure B-18) depicts student operational lanes, start
points, routes of movement, release points, and the general locations where
various actions takc place. The schematic also includes columns indicating
schematic symbols, action numbers and names, lane action sequence, and tasks
by action.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three evaluation sheets (see Figures B-19 through B-21). A
separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has three sections
for co75Tents--CO7M cUNicTIONS, CALL FOR FIRE, and SYSTEM MASTERY, for
controller general comments. The fourth section, OVERALL, provides blocks for
a general rating of student performance (i.e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY, or
UNSATISFACTORY).

OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet -is similar to
the controller's evaluation sheet. IT has two sections for comments--REACTION
TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third section, OVERALL, is the
same as the corresponding section in the controller's evaluation sheet.

Statinn Evaluator Evaluation Sheets. Down the left side of this
evaluat-ohn sheef is a list of all action stations and the procedural tasks
that are to be performed at each action station. Down the right side of the
evaluation sheet are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student performance.
The NO GO column is subdivided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY columns.
The bottom section of the sheet has space for general comments. This space is
used for entering conments pertaining to non-procedural (command and control)
tasks.
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Guidelines

The following guidelines pertain to controller, OPFOR controller, and
statun evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.

Controller

* Issues to each student an exercise overlay which includes: (a) lane
boundaries, (b) start points, (c) movement routes, (d) release
points, (e) grid coordinates of suspected minefields, and (f) loca-
tions of persistent chemical contaminated areas.

* Directs students to place overlay data on their tactical maps.

* Brings up STTX-4 on the system.

* Directs students to locate their respective lane of operation, 'nk,
start point, movement route, and release point.

"* Reminds students to orient their general line of movement on the
designated route.

" Tells students that they are attempting to catch up with their
platoon after delay in a rear assembly area caused by a broken track.
They have communications with the platoon leader (controller).

"* Tells students that the threat in the area consists of scattered
units supported by artillery. The units are withdrawing. The threat
has used chemical munitions in the past.

"* Announces exercise call signs (i.e., TC1 - RED ONE, TC2 - RED TWO,
TC3 - RED THREE, TC4 - RED FOUR, PL (controller) - RED ONE ZERO, and
FIST (controller) - SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN).

* Opens radio net.

* Directs indirect fire be placed on terrain features (e.g., road
junctions, bridges) in accordance with the scenario action sequence.

* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

* Monitors student progress and be alert to detect student problems
which jeopardize the exercise time table.

"* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
indirect fire procedures, and reporting.

"* Monitors OPFOR controller and station evaluator actions.

"* Conducts the exercise critiques.
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OPFOR Controller

* Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

* Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario action
sequence.

"* Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanks are
acqui red.

"* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to indirect

and direct fire.

"* Limits threat actions to that prescribed in the scenario.

"• Participates in the exercise critiques.

Station Evaluators

* Ensures that students have the following recpssary material for
conducting the exercise.

- MOPP Gear* - Protractor

- M256 Chemical Detector - Coordinate Scale
Ki t*

- CEOI - Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Code - Lead Pencils

- Straight Edge

* Ensures student station components are functioning.

- Communicationz - Color monitor

- Voice Recognition - Keypad

0 Monitors student progress and be alert to detect student problems
which jeopardize the exercise time table.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on procedural tasks and
reporting.

0 Participates in the exercis, critiques.

* This equipment may be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen and

complicate the exercise.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-

Student Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

CALL FOR FIRE

SYSTEM MASTERY

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Sd • f-------

Figure B-19. SIMCAT controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-_

Student OPFOR Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure B-20. SIMCAT OPFOR controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

STTX-_

Student Station Evaluator

Date Station

GO NO GO

I'ASK SYSTEM
MASTERY MASTERY

START POINT

Enter a radio net

Use an automated CEOI

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system

ENGAGE T72 TANK /Z.............

Send a CONTACT report

Send a radio message

Acquire and identify target

Issue a fire command

Send a SPOT report

ENGAGE BMP .'!/'//// , /'/ /

Send a CONTACT report

Send a radio message

Acquire and identify target

Issue a fire command

Send a SPOT report

Figure B-21. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet.
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GO NO GO
TASK ISYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

BYPASS MINEFIELD /
Check location of minefield

Select movement route around minefield

using a map

Direct driver around minefield

EVADE OPFOR ID FIRE /// /
Direct hatches be closed

Direct driver accelerate through ID fire

Direct MOPP 4

Use M256 chemical detector kit

Prepare/submit NBC 1 report

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code

Send a radio message

Direct MOPP 2

Direct hatches be opened

CALL FOR AND ADJUST ID FIRE

Acquire and identify target

Request fire

Adjust fire

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

Identify technique

Attempt to transmit through jam

Change to alternate frequency

Submit interference report

Figure B-21. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet
(cont'd.).
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.GO NO GO
".TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

RELEASE POINT / / /

Submit a SITREP

Send a radio message

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code

Use an automated CEOI

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system
Leave a radio net

GENERAL COMMENTS

Figure B-21. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation sheet
(cont'd.).
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Enclosure 3 to Annex B

STTX SCHEDULE

I,'

The STTX schedule shown in Figure B-22 is for a class of sixteen
students, organized into two groups of eight each, and with two students at
each student station. The schedule is predicated on the assumption that only
one SIMCAT system will be available.

Each student is allocated six hours on SIMCAT (twelve hours for a group,
twenty-four hours for a class).

SYSTIM STATIONl VOtCE IMOVEMENI TUR LAY GUNNERY STUrX STTX

OVLRVI1W FAMIL UNROLI. PRACTICE PRACTICE PRACTICE REPIT I REPIT. 2

GP Ia (STC) DAY-I 0600- 030- 0930- 1000- 1020- 1040- 1100- 1330-
Ot30J 0950 1000 1020 1040 1100 1230 1500

GP Ib (SDV) DAY-I 1500- 1530- 1630-
1530 1630 1700

GP lb (SDV) DAY-2 0000- 0620- 0040- 0900- 1030-
0120 OtI40 0900 1030 1200

GP-2e (SIC) DAY-2 1300- 1330- 1430- 1500- 1520- 1540- 1600-
1330 1430 1500 1520 15-40 1600 1700

GP-2a (STC) DAY-3 0000- 0630-
0830 1000

GP-2b (SDV) DAY-3 1000- 1030- 1150- 1300 1320- 1340- 1400- 15.)-',)-
1030 1130 1200 11320 1340 1400 1530 1700

fi (Ci lfernl { ri~rl~f="

Figure B-22. SIMCAT STTX schedule.
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ANNEX C
TANK SECTION TACTICAL EXERCISE

This annex contains a pre-exercise training program, two tank section
tactical exercises, an exercise schedule, and procedures for evaluating
student performance.

Pre-Exercise Training

Pre-exercise training will focus on section movement with emphasis on
mantaining the wingman position, and section gunnery (see Enclosure 1).
(It is assumed that students have participated in pre-exercise training for
single tank tactical exercises. If not, students should be given the pre-
exercise training indicated in Annex B.)

Tank Section Tactical Exercises (TSTXs)

There are two TSTXs and each can simultaneously accommodate four
students (see Enclosure 2). (Each TSTX can simultaneously accommodate
eight students when the GN/DV student option is in effect.) Each TSTX
includes ten actions which require the performance of fifty-eight tasks.
The sequence of actions varies among student areas in each TSTX. The only
difference between the TSTXs are:

TSTX-1. The exercise begins with the start points located in the
east, oTTows designated routes, and ends at release points located in the
west.

TSTX-2. The exercise begins with tile start points located in the
west,-•TTTows designated routes, and ends at release points located in the
east.

Exercise Schedule

The estimated time for students to complete pre-exercise training and
two repetitions of a TSTX on a single SIMCAT system is six hours. The
total time for a class of sixteen students would be twenty-four hours.

Student Performance Evaluation

The primary reason for evaluating student performance is to determine
if students can perform course tasks. Evaluation is accomplished by
in-process scoring of student performance by station evaluators, the
controller, and the OPFOR controller.
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Critique. After each exercise the controller will conduct a formal

critique. 7The scope of the critique and the sequence of presentations are.

0 Student comments on their own good and poor performance.

a Stat 4on evaluator comments on good and poor performance.

- OPFOR controller comments on good and poor student performance.

0 Controller comments on good and poor student performance.

Scoresheets. There are three different task performance scoresheets.

• The controller scoresheet is designed to allow the controller to
focus on task performance related to communications, section
movement and section gunnery control, and student performance.

* The OPFOR controller scoresheet is designed for comments on
student reaction to indirect fire, gunnery engagements, and
overall student performance.

* The station evaluator scoresheet lists all actions and tasks to he
performed at each action. There are GO and NO GO columns, and the
NO GO column is divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY sub-
columns. The evaluator scoresheet is the primary source material
for the critique of student performance.
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Enclosure 1 to Annex C

PRE-EXERCISE TRAINING

This enclosure describes pre-exercise training. The program includes
tank section movement and gunnery engagements. The controller should
"bring up" on the system BASIC-1 scenario outline as shown in Figure B-i.
The controller should then direct the students to place color monitors on
MID VIEW range, note the location of the assembly area and their own tank,
and orient themselves with the terrain display and the tactical map.
The controller then directs the platoon sergeant to move his section to the
lower half of the operational area.

Tank Section Movement

During tank section movement, the students sAould practice movement
across terrain and along routes while maintaining appropriate movement
formations. Emphasis should be placed upon the proper orientation of the
wingman with the section leader.

Cross Country Movement. The controller directs the platoon leader and
the platoon sergeant to move their sections cross country while practicing
section formations, i.e., column, line, wingman right, and wingman left.
The evaluators should assist the students if necessary, and critique cross
country movement performance.

Route Movement. Each section leader should move his section, along
the prescribed route, report crossing check points, and occupy temporary
(three minutes) defensive positions Just beyond each check point. The
controller directs the platoon leader to move his section. The controller
directs the platoon sergeant to move his section as soon as the platoon
leader reports occupying the first temporary defensive position (see
Figure C-1). The evaluators should assist the students if necessary, and
critique route movement performance.

Tank Section Gunnery Engagements

During section gunnery engagement training the students will practice
gunnery techniques and action/fire command drills. Tank gunnery voice
commands require consistent pronunciation, correct target designation and
the command FIRE be given onlX after the system has announced IDENTIFIED.

Gunnery Techniques. The controller should move the first training aid
(see Figure U-2) into the student area and assemble the students around it.
The controller should then talk the students through correct section
gunnery techniques. Training emphasis should focus on consistent pronunci-
ation of words, correct sequence ot tlrecormmand elements, correct target
identifiCatiOn, and announcing FIRE after the system has announced I

*1
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Action/Fire Command Drills. The controller displays the second
training d (see Figure C-3) and talks the student through action/fire
command drills. Trainiho emphasis should focus on fast action, maintaining
wingman position, and correct flreC1Ommands.

Tank Section Target Ensa ements. The OPFOR controller should move
four threat vehicles into stationary positions in each section leader's
assigned area. The controller should direct students to move back to their
stations. The controller should direct the platoon leader and the platoon
sergeant to move their sections through their assigned areas and acquire
and enqage targets. NOTE: When targets have been destroyed in a section
leader s area, students should practice initial and final lays on destroyed
targets.) Training emphasis should'focus on rapid engagement of acquired
targets. The evaluators should assist the students i necessary, and
critTique their engagement performance.

The controller should announce a break in the training. During the
break the controller should "bring up" on the system the first tank section
tactical exercise.
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COLUMN
ACTION FRONT ACT ION R IGHT ACT ION LEFT

"ACTION FRII hT-=(FC)' "ACTION RIGHT-(Fe) "ACTION LEFT(-FC)"

WINGMAN RIGHT
ACTION FRONT I ACTION RIGHT ACTI'ON LEFT

"*'ACTION FRIOT-(FC)" "ACTION RIGHT-(FC) .ACI ION LEFT-(FC)"

WINGMAN-LEFT'
ACTION FRONT ACTION RIGHT ACT ION LEFT

"ACTION FRUNT-(FC)" "ACTION RIGHT-FC)'" "'ACT ION LEFT(-FC)"

"LINE ....
ACTION FRONT ACTION RIGHT ACTION LEFT

"ACTION FRONT-(FC)" "ACT ION RIGHT-FC)" "ACT IOiN LEFT(-FC)"

L I_ ________. :

-Figure C-3, SIMCAT tank section action/fire command drills.
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Enclosure 2 to Annex C

TANK SECTION TACTICAL EXERCISES

Tank Section Tactical Exercises are designed to provide tank section
leaders (platoon leader and platoon sergeant) the opportunity to practice
procedural tasks and command and control while moving their sections over
prescribed routes on the SIMCAT simulated battlefield. These exercises
also provide wingmen the opportunity to practice maintaining their
positions in section formations while practicing procedural tasks.

Each exercise will accommodate four students simultaneously. During
each exercise, student section leaders will be confronted with twelve
action stations which will require section leaders to perform fifty-five
procedural tasks and numerous non-procedural (command and control) tasks.
Wingmen will be required to perform thirty-three procedural tasks. The
only differences between the two TSTXs are movement route orientations and
the sequence of the action stations.

This enclosure includes two TSTXs, described in TABs A and B. Each
exercise is self-contained and includes: (a) exercise scenario outline,
(b) exercise schematic, (c) exercise evaluation sheets, (d) and guidelines
for the controller, OPFOR controller, and station evaluators.

1I
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TAB A

Tank Section Tactical Exercise (TSTX-1)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure C-4. The outline establishes
the locations of area boundaries and minefields, the initial locations of
friendly and threat vehicles, provides friendly and threat force indirect
fire capabilities, and configures ammunition capabilities for all vehicles
in the exercise.

Schematic

The schematic (see Figure C-5) depicts section operational areas,
start points, routes of movement, release points, and general locations
where various actions take place. The schematic also includes columns
indicating schematic symbols, action numbers and names, area action
sequence, and tasks by action.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three evaluation sheets (see Figures C-6 through C-8). A
separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has three sections
for corments--COMMUNICATIONS, SECTION MOVEMENT CONTROL, and SECTION GUNNERY
CONTROL. The fourth section, OVERALL, provides blocks for a general rating
of student performance (i.e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY, or UNSATISFACTORY).

OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet is similar
to the controller's evaluation sheet. It has two sections for comments--
REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third section,
OVERALL, is the same as the corresponding section in the controller's
evaluation sheet.

Station Evaluator Evaluation Sheet. Down the left side of this
evaluation sheet is a list of all action stations and the procedural tasks
to be performed at each action station. Down the right side of the
evaluation sheet are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student
performance. The NO GO column is sub-divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM
MASTERY columns. The bottom section of the sheet has space for general
comments. This space can be used to enter comments pertaining to
non-procedural (command and control) tasks.
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Guidelines

The following guidelines pertain to controller, OPFOR controller, and
station evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.

Controller

"* Issues to each student an exercise overlay which includes:
(a) lane boundaries, (b) start points, (c) check points,
(d) movement routes, (e) release points, and (f) grid coordinates
of suspected minefield.

"* Directs students to place overlay data on their tactical maps.

* Brings up TSTX-1 on the system.

* Directs students to locate their area of operation, tank, start
point, movement route, check points, release point, and chemical
contaminated area.

* Reminds students' section leaders to orient their general line of
movement on the designated route.

Tells students that they are attempting to rejoin their company
after detached service. They have communications with the company
commander (controller).

* Tells students that the threat in the area consists of scattered
units supported by artillery. The units are withdrawing west.
The threat has used chemical munitions in the past.

* Announces exercise call signs (i.e., Platoon Leader - RED ONE,
TC1 - RED TWO, Platoon Sergeant - RED THREE, TC2 - RED FOUR,
Company Commander (controller) RED FOUR SIX, and FIST
(controller) - SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN).

* Opens radio net.

* Directs indirect fire be placed on terrain feature (e.g., road
junctions, bridges, hills) in accordance with the scenario
sequence.

* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

* Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
section movement control, and section gunnery control.

* Monitors OPFOR controller and station evaluator actions.

* Conducts the exercise critiques.
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OPFOR Controller

* Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

e Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario
action sequence.

0 Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanks
are acquired.

0 Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to
indirect and direct fire.

* Limits threat actions to that prescribed in the scenario.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

Station Evaluators

* Ensures that students have the following necessary material for
conducting the exercise:

- MOPP Gear* - Protractor

- M256 Chemical Detector - Coordinate Scale
Kit*

- CEOI - Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Code - Lead Pencils

- Straight Edge

• Ensures that the following student station components are
functioning:

- Communications - Color monitor

- Voice Recognition - Keypad

0 Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on procedural tasks
and reporting.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

*This equip....tmay be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen and
complicate the exercise.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TSTX-_

Student Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

------------------------------------------

COMMUNICATIONS

-- - ---------------------------------

SECTION MOVEMENT CONTROL

SECTION GUNNERY CONTROL

----------------------------------
OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure C-6. SIMCAT control'ier student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TSTX-__

Student OPFOR Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure C-7. SIMCAT OPFOR controller student performance evluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TSTX-_

Student Station Evaluator_

Date Station __

GO NO GO
TASK SYSTEM _

MASTERY MASTERY
START POINT ///. / -

Enter a radio net (both)

Use an automated CEOI (both)

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system (both)

ENGAGE T72T ANK
Send a CONTACT report (first)

Send a radio message (first)

Acquire and identify target (first)

Issue a fire command (first)

Send a SPOT report (SL)

BYPASS A MINEFIELD "'"/////"'" / ///"/

Check location of minefield (SL)

Select a movement route using a map (SL)

Direct driver around minefield (SL)

Maintain wingman position (W)

Figure C-8. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation
sheet.
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GO NO GO

TASK SYSTEM
MASTERY MASTERY

ENGAGE TWO T72 TANKS UI/

Send a CONTACT report (first),

Send a radio message (first)

Acquire and identify target (both)

Issue a section fire command (SL)

Respond to section fire command (W)

Send a SPOT report (SL)

OCCUPY A FIRING POSITION /

Designate primary positions (SL)

Direct driver into position (both)

Designate sectors of fire (SL)

Direct driver into turret defilade (both)

ENGAGE A BMP

Send a CONTACT report (first)

Send a radio message (first)

Acquire and identify target (first)

Issue a section fire command (first)

Send a SPOT report (SL)

CALL FOR AND ADJUST FIRE <I't;'/, /7/72i /! / ,I
Acquire and identify target (SL)

Request fire (SL)

Adjust fire (SL)

Figure C-8. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation
sheet (cont'd.).

C2
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GO NO GO

TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY' // / 1,/ 77....../lll/7//!/
BYPASS A CONTAMINATED AREA ......

Identify contaminated area (SL)

Select a movement route using a map (SL)

Direct driver around contaminated area (SL)

Maintain wingman position (W)

ENGAGE A BMP

Send a CONTACT report (first)

Send a radio message (first)

Acquire and identify target (first)

Issue a section fire command (first)

Send a SPOT report (SL)

EVADE OPFOR INDIRECT FIRE

Direct hatches be closed (both)

Direct driver accelerate through ID fire

(both)

Direct MOPP-4 (SL)

Use M256 chemical agent detector kit (both)

Prepare/submit NBC-i report (SL)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code (SL)

Send a radio message (SL)

Direct MOPP-2 (SL)

Direct hatches be opened (both)

Figure G•-. SIMCA! station evaluator student performance evaluation
sheet (cont'd.).
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I-

GO NO GO

- TASK SYSTEM
MASTERY MASTERY

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

Identify technique (SL)

Attempt to transmit through jam (SL)

Change to alternate frequency (SL)

Submit interference report (SL)

RELEASE POINT

Submit a SITREP (W to SL to CO)

Send a radio message (both)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code (both) - -

Use an Automated CEOI (both)

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system (both) - -

Leave a radio net (both)

GENERAL COMMENTS

Figure C-8. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation
sheet (cont'd.).
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TAB B

Tank Section Tactical Exercise (TSTX-2)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure C-9. The outline establishes
the locations of the boundary between areas and minefields, the initial
locations of friendly and threat vehicles, provides friendly and threat
force indirect fire capabilities, and configures ammunition capabilities
for all vehicles in the exercise.

Schematic

The schematic (see Figure C-10) depicts section operational areas,
start points, routes of movement, release points, and general locations
where various actions take place. The schematic also includes columns
indicating schematic symbols, action numbers and names, area action
sequence, and tasks by action.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three evaluation sheets (see Figures C-11 through C-13). A
separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has three sections
for comments--COMMUNICATIONS, SECTION MOVEMENT CONTROL, and SECTION GUNNERY
CONTROL. The fourth section, OVERALL, provides blocks for a general rating
of student performance (i.e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY, or UNSATISFACTORY).

OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet is similar
to the controller's evaluation sheet. It has two sections for comments--
REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third section,
OVERALL, is the same as the corresponding section in the controller's
evaluation sheet.

Station Evaluator Evaluation Sheet. Down the left side of this
evaluation Sheet 's a list of all at stations and the procedural tasks
to be performed at each action station. Down the right side of the
evaluation sheet are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student perform-
ance, The NO GO column is sub-divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY
columns. The bottom section of the sheet has space for general comments.
This space can be used to enter comments pertaining to non-procedural
(command and control) tasks.
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Guidelines

The following guidelines pertain to controller, OPFOR controller, and
station evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.

Controller

"* Issues to each student an exercise overlay which includes:
(a) lane boundaries, (b) start points, (c) check points,
(d) movement routes, (e) release points, and (f) grid coordinates
of suspected minefield.

"* Directs students to place overlay data on their tactical maps.

* Brings up TSTX-2 on the system.

* Directs students to locate their area of operation, tank, start
point, movement route, check points, release point, and chemical
contaminated area.

* Reminds students' section leaders to orient their general line of
movement on the designated route.

Tells students that they are attempting to rejoin their company
after detached service. They have communications with the company
commander (controller).

* Tells students that the threat in the area consists of scattered

units supported by artillery. The units are withdrawing east.
The threat has used chemical munitions in the past.

* Announces exercise call signs (i.e., Platoon Leader - RED ONE,

TC1 - RED TWO, Platoon Sergeant - RED THREE, TC2 - RED FOUR,
Company Commander (controller) - RED FOUR SIX, and FIST
(controller) - SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN).

"* Opens radio net.

"* Directs indirect fire be placed on terrain feature (e.g., road
junctions, bridges, hills) in accordance with the scenario
sequence.

"* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

"* Monitors student progress and be alert to detect student problems
which jeopardize the exercise time table.

"• Evaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
section movement control, and section gunnery control.

* Monitors OPFOR controller and station evaluator actions.

• Conducts the exercise critiques.
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OPFOR Controller

9 Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

0 Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario
action sequence.

0 Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanksare acquired.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to
indirect and direct fire.

* Limits threat actions to that prescribed in the scenario.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

Station Evaluators

"* Ensures that students have the following necessary material for
conducting the exercise:

- MOPP Gear* - Protractor

- M256 Chemical Detector - Coordinate Scale
Kit*

- CEOI - Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Code - Lead Pencils

- Straight Edge

"* Ensures that the following student station components are
functioning:

- Communications - Color monitor

- Voice Recognition - Keypad

"* Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

"* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on procedural tasks
and reporting.

"* Participates in the exercise critiques.

*This equipment may be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen and
complicate the exercise.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TSTX-_

Student Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

SECTION MOVEMENT CONTROL

SECTION GUNNERY CONTROL

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure C-11. SIMCAT controller studIent performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TSTX-__.

Student OPFOR Controller

Date Station __

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure C-12. SIMCAT OPFOR controller student performance evaluation
sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TSTX-_

Student Station Evaluator ___

Date Station

GO NO GO

TASK SYST•EM
MASTERY MASTERY

START POINT

Enter a radio net (both)

Use an automated CEOI (both)

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system (both)

ENGAGE T72 TANK
Send a CONTACT report (first)

Send a radio message (first)

Acquire and identify target (first)

Issue a fire command (first)

Send a SPOT report (SL)

BYPASS A MINEFIELD

Check location of minefield (SL)

Select a movement route using a map (SL)

Direct driver around minefield (SL)

Maintain wingman position (W)

Figure C-13. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation

IC,30t.
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GO NO GO
TASK -SYSTEM

ENGAGE TWO T72 TANKSMASTERY

Send a CONTACT report (first)

Send a radio message (first)

Acquire and identify target (both)

Issue a section fire command (SL)

Respond to section fire command (W)

Send a SPOT report (SL)

OCCUPY A FIRING POSITION

Designate primary positions (SL)

Direct driver into position (both)

Designate sectors of fire (SL)

Direct driver into turret defilade (both)

ENGAGE A BlMP

Send a CONTACT report (first)

Send a radio message (first)

Acquire and identify target (first)

Issue a fire command (first)

Send a SPOT report (SL)

CALL FOR AND ADJUST FIRE
Acquire and identify target (SL)

Request fire (SL)

Adjust fire (SL)

Figure C-13. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation
sheet (cont'd.).
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GO NO GO
TA•SK-( SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

BYPASS A CCNTAMINATED AREA

Identify contaminated area (SL)

Select a movement route using a map (SL)

Direct driver around contaminated area (SL)

Maintain wingman position (W)

ENGAGE A /MP

Send a CONTACT report (first)

Send a radio message (first)

Acquire and identify target (first)

Issue a fire command (first)

Send a SPOT report (SL)

EVADE OPFOR INDIRECT FIRE

Direct hatches be closed (both)

Direct driver accelerate through ID fire

(both)

Direct MOPP-4 (SL)

Use M256 chemical agent detector Kit (both)

Prepare/submit NBC-1 report (SL)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code (SL)

Send a radio message (SL)

Direct MOPP-2 (SL)

Direct hatches be opened (both)

Sura C.-. 13. . c I M-A1r C t a , j. o n ll. u a to S J, u. de n .. p " .e........; valU at, IVIL
sheet (cont'd.).
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GO NO GO

TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

Identify technique (SL)

Attempt to transmit through jam (SL)

Change to alternate frequency (SL)

Submit interference report (SL)

RELEASE POINT

Submit a SITREP (W to SL to CO)

Send a radio message (both)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600

tactical operations code (both)

Use an Automated CEOI (both)

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system (both) -

Leave a radio net (both)

GENERAL COMMENTS

Figure C-13. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation

sheet (cont'd.).
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Enclosure 3 to Annex C

TSTX SCHEDULE

The TSTX schedule shown in Figure C-14 is for a class of sixteen
students, organized into groups of eight each, and with two students at
each student station. This schedule is predicated on the assumption that
only one SIMCAT system will be available.

Each student is allocated six hours on SIMCAT (twelve hours for a
group, twenty-four hours for a class).

SECTION SECTION TSTX TSTX
MOVEMENT GUNNERY REPIT. I REPIT. 2
PRACTICE PRACTICEI

o8oo- ogoo- 1000- 1300-
GP li (STC) DAY-1 0900 1000 _ , 1200 1500

1500- 1600-
GP It (SDV) DAY-I 1600 1700

0000.- 1000-
GP Ib (SyV) DAY-2 1000 1200

1300- 1400- 1500-
GP 2a (STC) DAY-2 1400 1500 1700
GP 2r (STC) DAY-3 1000

I000- 1100- 1300- 1500-
GP 2' (SDV), DAY-3 1100 1200 1500. 17000

El (Student change)

rigure C-14. SIMCAT TSTX schedule.
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ANNEX D
TANK PLATOON TACTICAL EXERCISE

This annex contains a pre-exercise training program, two tank platoon
tactical exercises, an exercise schedule, and procedures for evaluating
student performance.

Pre-Exercise Training

Pre-exercise training will focus on platoon movement with emphasis on
maintaining the wingman position, and on the control of platoon fires (see
Enclosure 1). (It is assumed that students have participated in
pre-exercise training for tank section tactical exercises. If not,
students should be given the pre- exercise training indicated in Annex C.)

Tank Platoon Tactical Exercises (TPTXs)

There are two TPTXs and each can simultaneously accommodate four
students (see Enclosure 2). (Each TPTX can simultaneously accommodate
eight students when the GN/DV student option is in effect.) Each TPTX
includes eight actions which require the performance of 164 tasks. The
only difference between the TPTXs are:

TPTX-1. This exercise begins in a forward assembly area in the west,
follow s-a7esignated route, and ends in a rear assembly area in the west.

TPTX-2. This exercise begins in a forward assembly area in the east,
follows--'Ta-esignated route, and ends in a rear assembly area in the east.

Exercise Schedule

The estimated time for students to complete pre-exercise training and
two repetitions of a TPTX is eight hours. The total time for a class of
sixteen students would be thirty-two hours.

Student Performance Evaluation

The primary reason for evaluating student performance is to determine
if students can perform course tasks. Evaluation is accomplished by V
in-process scoring of student performance by station evaluators, the
controller, and the OPFOR controller.

Criti ue. After each exercise the controller will conduct a formal
critique-. he scope of the critique and the sequence of presentations are:

"* Student comments on their own good and poor performance.

"* Station evaluator comments on good and poor performance.
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• OPFOR controller comments on good and poor student performance.

* Controller comments on good and poor student performance.

"Scoresheets. There are three different task performance scoresheets.

* The controller scoresheet is designed to allow the controller to
focus on task performance related to platoon movement and platoon
gunnery control and overall student performance.

* The OPFOR controller scoresheet is designed for comments on
student reaction to indirect fire, control of platoon gunnery, and
overall student performance.

* The station evaluator scoresheet lists all actions and tasks to be
performed at each action. There are GO and NO GO columns, and the
NO GO column is divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY sub-
columns. The evaluator scoresheet is the primary source material
for the critique of student performance.

D
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Enclosure I to Annex D

PRE-EXERCISE TRAINING

This enclosure describes pre-exercise training. The program includes
tank platoon movement and gunnery engagements. The controller should
"bring up" on the system the BASIC-1 scenario outline as shown in
Figure B-2. The controller should then direct the students to place color
monitors on MID VIEW range, to note the location of the assembly area and
their own tank, and orient themselves with the terrain display and the
tactical map.

Tank Platoon Movement

During tank platoon movement training the students should review arm
and hand signals and movement formations. Then the students should
practice movement formations.

Arm and Hand Signals. There are fourteen arm and hand signals that
can be initiated at each student station and displayed on the color
monitors at the different student stations. The controller should demon-
strate at one of the student stations how to initiate arm and hand signals.
In addition, he should talk the students through the different arm and hand
signals, i.e., column, combat column (staggered column), wedge, line, coil,
herringbone, traveling overwatch, bounding overwatch-successive bounds,
bounding overwatch-alternating bounds, pass through defile, contact left,
contact right, action left, and action right.

Movement Formations. There are nine movement formations that should
be practiced during movement training. The controller refers to the first
training aid (see Figure D-1) and talks the students through the movement
formations, i.e., column, staggered column (combat column), echelon right,
echelon left, vee, wedge, line, coil, and herringbone. The controller
points out the relative positions of individual tanks when formations are
changed.

Formation Movement Practice. During tactical movement, when enemy
contact is imminent, the platoon leader should move his platoon in bounding
overwatch (successive bounds or alternating bounds). The controller refers
to the second training aid (see Figure D-2) and talks the students through
the movement techniques. The controller should then explain the movement
practice procedure, e.g., the route to follow and the areas where movement
formations will be executed. The controller should then direct the
students to return to their stations and the platoon leader to inform him
when. the platoon is ready to move. Training emphasis should focus on the
recognition of arm and hand Signals, rapid moVement from one formation to
'anthgr. and thp rmnpr nrivntýtinonfwitmenwith section leaders- The
evaluators should assist the students if necessary, and critique their
formation practice performance.
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Control of Platoon Fire

During platoon fire training, students should review gunnery
techniques and action/fire command drills. Then students should practice
platoc. fire.

Platoon Gunner Technicues. There are three basic platoon level
gunnery techniques (fire patterns), frontal, cross, and depth. Terrain or
tactical necessity can dictate two different techniques within a platoon
fire pattern, e.g., one section executing frontal fire and the other
section executing cross fire. The controller moves the first training aid
(see Figure D-3) into the student area and assembles the students around
it. The controller should then talk the students through the three platoon
gunnery techniques, i.e., platoon cross fire, platoon frontal fire, and
platoon leader section frontal fire and platoon sergeant section cross
fire.

Action/Fire Command Drills. Action/fire command drills usually occur
when t7e platoon is in a staggered column, vee, wedge, or line formation.
A tank commander acquires the threat, gives a CONTACT report, and the
platoon leader announces an ACTION drill and follows it with a fire
command. The controller refers to the second training aid (see Figure D-4)
and talks the students through action/fire command drills, i.e., ACTION
LEFT, ACTION FRONT, and ACTION RIGHT, for staggered column, vee, wedge, and
line formations.

Gunnery Practice. Effective target engagement requires early target
acquisition, Irompt-execution of the appropriate action drill, and proper
fire control (appropriate fire commands). The OPFOR controller moves
threat vehicles into initial positions. The controller should direct the
students to move back tn their stations. The controller then directs the
platoon leader to move his platoon over the prescribed route, and to
acquire and engage targets (see Figure D-5). Training emphasis should
focus on rapid engagement of acquired targets. mTe evaluators should
assist students if necessary, and critique gunnery practice performance.

The controller should announce a break. During the break the
controller should "bring up" on the system the first tank platoon tactical
exercise. V

D.-
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Enclcusure 2 to Annex D

TANK PLATOON TACTICAL EXERCISES

Tank Platoon T, ctical Exercises are designed to provide the tank
platoon leader the opportunity to practice procedural tasks and command and
control while moving his platoon over prescribed routes on the SIMCAT
simulated battlefield. These exercises also provide wingmen the
opportunity to practice maintaining their position in platoon formations
while practicing procedural tasks.

Each exercise will accommodate four students simultaneously. During
each exercise the student platoon leader will be confronted with eight
action stations which will require the platoon leader to perform one
hundred and thirteen tasks. The only difference between the two TPTXs are
movement route orientations.

This enclosure includes two TPTXs, described in TABs A and B. Each
exercise is self-contained and incluaes: (a) exercise scenario outline,
(b) exercise schematic, (c) exercise evaluation sheets, and (d) guidelines
fcr the controller, OPFOR, and station evaluators.
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TAB A

Tank Platoon Tactical Exercise (TPTX-1)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure D-6. The outline establishes
the locations of minefields, the initial locations of friendly and threat
vehicles, provides friendly and threat indirect fire capabilities, and
configures ammunition capabilities for all vehicles in the exercise.

Schematic

The schematic (see Figures D-7A and D-7B) depicts the platoon
operational area, the forward assembly area, the start point, passage
points, routes of movement, check points, general locations where various
actions take place, the release point, and the rear assembly area.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three evaluation sheets (see Figures D-8 through D-1O). A
separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has two sections
for comments-PLATOON MOVEMENT CONTROL and PLATOON GUNNERY CONTROL general
comments. The third section, OVERALL, provides blocks for a general rating
of student performance (i.e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY, or UNSATISFACTORY).

. OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet is similar to
the controller's evaluation sheet. It has two sections for comments--
REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third section,
OVERALL, is the same as the corresponding section in the controller's eval-
uation sheet.

Station Evaluator Evaluation Sheet. Down the left side of this evalua-
tion sheet is a list of all action stations and the procedural tasks to be
per'formed at each action station. Down the right side of the evaluation
sheet are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student performance. The NO
GO column is sub-divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY columns. The
bottom section of the sheet has space for general comments. This space
can be used to enter comments pertaining to non- procedural (command and
control) tasks.

.Iu/% II tI

The following guidelines pertain to controller, OPFOR controller, and
station evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.
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Controller

"* Issues the platoon leader the tean operation order (attached).
Directs the platoon leader to conduct troop leading procedures.
(Allows fifteen minutes.)

"* Checks that each student has posted on his tactical map pertinent
operation order information, i.e., rear assembly area, start
point, forward passage point, check points to Objective GOLD, the
movement route to Objective GOLD, and Objective GOLD.

* Brings up TPTX-1 on the system.

* Directs students to locate on their color monitors the area of
operations, their tank, the start point, the forward passage
point, the movement route, check points, and Objective GOLD.

"* Reminds the platoon leader to orient his general direction of
movement on the designated route.

"* Announces exercise call signs (i.e., Platoon Leader - RED ONE,
TC1 - RED TWO, Platoon Sergeant - RED THREE, TC2 - RED FOUR, Team
Commander (controller) - RED FOUR SIX, and FIST (controller) -

SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN). The other tank platoon in the team will
have the prefix WHITE and the attached mechanized infantry platoon
will have the prefix BLUE.

"* Opens the team radio net.

"* Directs the platoon leader to open the platoon radio net.

O Directs the platoon leader to place indirect fire on terrain
features (i.e., road junctions, bridges, hills) in accordance with
scenario requirements.

"* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

" At the end of the team hasty attack, stops all action, restarts
the scenario at the point where all friendly tanks were
operational and all OPFOR vehicles on Objective GOLD were
operational, directs OPFOR controller to move two threat tanks to
the next action location, and directs students to assemble their
tanks on Objective GOLD.

* Conducts a short critique while OPFOR tanks are moving into
position.

"* Issues a frag order directing the platoon leader to move his
platoon to a blocking position (attached).

" Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

rj-.15



* Issues a frag order directing the platoon leader to withdraw from
the blocking position and to move to and occupy a battle position,
in accordance with the scenario sequence (attached).

* Issues a frag order directing the platoon leader to withdraw from
the battle position and to move to a rear assembly area, in
accordance with the scenario requirements (attached).

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
platoon movement control, and platoon gunnery control.

Monitors OPFOR controller and station evaluator actions.

* Conducts exercise critique.

OPFOR Controller

"* Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

"• Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario
action sequence.

"* Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanks
are acquired.

"• Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to
indirect and direct fire.

"* Limits threat actions to that prescribed in the scenario.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

Station Evaluators

* Ensures that students have the following necessary material for
conducting the exercise.

- MOPP Gear* - Protractor

- M256 Chemical Detector - Coordinate Scale
Kit*

- CEOI - Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Code - Lead Pencils

- Straight Edge

*This equipment may be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen

and complicate the exercise.
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* Ensures that the following student station components are

functioning.

- Communications - Color monitor

- Voice Recognition - Keypad

* Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
Jeopardize the exercise time table.

* Evaluates student performance with empnhasis on procedural tasks
and reporting.

* Participates in the exercise critiques,

I
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TPTX-

Student Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

------------------------ -------- - ---- -- --- -- -- -- -- ----

PLATOON MOVEMENT CONTROL

PLATOON GUNNERY CONTROL

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure D-8. SIMCAT controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TPTX-_

Student OPFOR Controller

Date . Station ___

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE

bi

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

-

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure D-9. SIMCAT OPFOR controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TPTX-_

Student Station Evaluator

Date Station

GOCC N - GO
TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY
FORWARD ASSEMBLY AREA /'////•/////>z/•ii

Vehicle preparation (omitted)

Troop leading procedures (A

Issue warning order (PL)

Conduct reconnaissance (PL)
Prepare/issue OPORD (PL)

COMMUNICATIONS

Open platoon radio net (PL)

Enter a radio net (PS, TC1, TC2)
Use an automated CEOI (All)
Use 1400 KTC numerical cipher/

authentication system (All)

TATCLROAD MARCH
Movement •-

Signal movement formation (PL)
Direct driver to move out (All)

Maintain wingmen position (PS, TC1, TC2)€

Cross SP on schedule (PL)m

Figure D-10. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
val 'UIvIoSet
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GO NO GO
TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY
Security

Maintain main gun orientation (All)

Maintain ground surveillance (All)

Maintain aerial surveillance (PL)

ECM

Identify jamming technique (PL)

Attempt to transmit through jam (PL)

Change to alternate frequency (PL)

Submit interference report (PL)

Movement

Direct platoon through passage point
(PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Evade OPFOR ID Fire

Direct hatches be closed (All)

Direct driver accelerate through ID
fire (All)

Direct MOPP-4 (PL)

Direct driver into defilade (All)

Use M256 chemical detector kit (TC1,
TC2)

Prepare/submit NBC-I report (PL)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600
tactical operations code (PL) - -

Send a radio message (PL)

Direct MOPP-2 (All)

ACTION ON CONTACT (Platoon Attack) ///
Lead Section

Announce missile alert (RL or TCl)

Direct driver into defilade (PL, TCI)

Submit CONTACT report (PL)

Figure D-10. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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no NO GO
- TA'SK sYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Trail Section

Direct driver into defilade (PS, TC2)

Search for targets (PS, TC2)

Develop Situation (lead section)

Determine OPFOR strength and
disposition (PL)

Submit SPOTREP (PL) (Rec. plat. attack,
attack plan approved) -- -

Develop Situation (trail section) - -- -

Maintain position (PS, TC2)

Attack (lead section)

Issue platoon attack order (PL)

Request/adjust ID fire (PL)

Issue section fire coirand (PL)

Respond to action fire command (TCI)

Direct cease fire or shift fire (PL)

Direct gunner cease fire or shift
fire (TC1)

Report attack results to CO (PL)

Attack (trail section)

Issue section attack order (PS)

Signal movement formation (PS)

Direct driver to move out (PS)

Maintain wingman position (TC2)

Signal attack formation (PS)

Maintain wingman position (TC2)

Issue section fire command (PS)

Respond to section fire command (TC2)

Report attack results to PL (PS)

Figure D-1O. SIMCAT station evaluator student performrance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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-GO NOGO
TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

CONTINUE MOVEMENT TO CONTACT

Report crossing checkpoint (PL)

ACTION ON CONTACT (Team Attack) - - -

Lead Platoon

Announces missile alert (Any TC)

Direct driver into defilade (All)

Engage OPFOR targets (All)

Submit CONTACT report (PL)

Trail Platoon

Direct driver into defilade (All)

Search for targets (All)

Develop Situation (lead platoon)

Determine OPFOR strength and
disposition (PL)

Submit SPOTREP (PL) (Rec. team attack,
attack plan approved)

Develop Situation (trail platoon) --

Maintain position (All)

Attack (lead platoon, support by fire)

Reci, tcam "attack, order (PL)

Issue platoon attack order (PL) j
Request/adjust ID fire (PL)

Issue platoon fire command (PL)

Respona to platoon fire comnand
(PS, TCI. TC2)

Direct cease fire or shift fire (PL)

Direct gunner cease fire or shft -.- - 7
fire (,,S, TC), TC2)

Submit SITREP (PL) .

'igure D-1O. SIMCAI station evaluator student performance

evaluation sheet (cont'd.),
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GO "NO GO
= 1TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Attack (trail platoon fire and maneuver)- - -

Receive team attack order (PL)

Issue platoon attack order (PL)

Signal movement formation (PL)

Direct driver to move out (PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Signal attack formation (PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Direct assault begin (PL)

Respond to assault order (PS, TCl, TC2)

Direct consolidation and reorganization
on the objective (PL) - -

Consolidate and reorganize on the
objective (All)

Submit SITREP (PL)

MOVE TO AND OCCUPY BLOCKING POSITION /

DEFEND BLOCKING POSITION

Organize Blocking Position

Assign primary firing positions (PL)

Direct driver into primary firing
positions (All)

Assign sectors of fire, TRPs, ID fire
concentrations, and locations for
minefields (PL)

Prepare sketch range cards (All)

Prepare platoon fire plan (PL)

Direct hot loop be installed (PL)

Direct minefields be installed (PL) [
Figure D-lO. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance

evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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'" -.... GO .. .... NO GO •

I ' ASK ISYSTEM'•

IMASTERYMASTERY

Select alternate firing position (All)

Defend Blocking Position -

Call for/adjust ID fire (PL)

Issue section fire command (PL, PS)

Respond to section fire command (TCI)

Call for/adjust ID fire (PL)

Direct PS engage OPFOR tanks (PL)

Issue a section fire command (PS)

Respond to section fire command (TC2)

Receive OPFOR ID fire, direct hatches
be closed (PL)

Direct hatches bc closed (PS, TC1, TC2) - -

Direct MOPP-4 (PL)

Use M256 chemi.al detector kit (TC1,
TC2)

Prepare/submit NBC-i report (PL)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600
tactical operations code (PL)

Send a radio message (PL)

Report situation to CO (PL)

Receive order to withdraw (PL)

Direct platoon withdrawal (PL)

Signal movement formation (FL)

Direct driver back off of position (All)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

MOVE TO AND OCCUPY BATTLE POSITION

Figure D-.1O. SIMCAI station evaluator student performance
eveluaticn sheet (cont'd.).
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GO ... NO GO
STAS\K+ SYSTEM
MASTERY MASTERY

DEFEND BATTLE POSITION

Organize Battle Position

Assign primary firing positions (PL)

Direct driver into primary firing
positions (All)

Assign sectors of fire, TRPs, ID fire
concentrations, and locations of
minefields (PL) -- -

Prepare sketch range cards (All)

Prepare platoon fire plan (PL)

Direct hot loop be installed (PL)

Direct minefields be installed (PL)

Direct auto chemical agent alarm

system (TC1, TC2)

Defend Battle Position - -,

Call for/adjust ID fire (PL)

Issue a section fire command (PL)

Respond to section fire command (TCl)

Call for adjust I0 fire (PL)

Issue a platoon fire command (PL)

Respond to platoon fire command (PS,
TC1, TC2)

Receive OPFOR ID fire, direct hatches
be closed (PL)

Direct hatches be closed (All)

Direct MOPP-4 (PL)

Use :1255 '.hemical detectcr kit (TC1,
IC2)

Prepare/submit NBC-l report (PL)

LI

Figure D-1O. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
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-NO GO
TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600
tactical operations code (PL)

Send a radio message (PL)

Report situation to CO (PL)

Receive order to withdraw (PL)

Direct PS section cover withdrawal
of PL section (PL)

Direct section engage targets of
opportunity (PS)

Engage targets of opportunity (TC2)

Signal section move off of battle
position (PL)

Direct driver back off of battle
position (PS)

Maintain wingman position (TCI)

Direct section into defilade to
cover PS section (PL)

Maintain wingman position (TC1)

Direct PS to withdraw section (PL)

Signal section movement off of
battle position (PS)

Direct driver back off of battle
position (PS)

Maintain wingman position (TC2)

MOVE TO REAR ASSEMBLY AREA

Movement

Signal movement formation (PL)

Direct driver move out (PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Direct platoon through passage point
(PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, ICI, TC2)I I

Figure D-1O. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (con"'d.).
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TASK SYSTEM -

- ASTERY MASTERY

Security -=--

Maintain main gun orientation (All)

Maintain ground surveillance (All)

Maintain aerial surveillance (All)

REAR ASSEMBLY AREA

Communications

Close platoon radio net (PL)

Leave a radio net (All)

Use an automated CEOI (All)

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system (All) -

Submit a SITREP (PL)

GENERAL COMMENTS

Figure D-10. SIMOAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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Tank Platoon Tactical Exercise (TPTX-1)

EXTRACT OF OPERATION ORDER

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

TASK ORGANIZATION

1A/2-33 Ar 3C/2-91 Mech

2A/2-33 Ar Hq A/2-33 Ar

1. Situation

a. Enem Forces. Major en elms withdrawing east along Hy 1638. En has
the capability to ark, defend, withdraw, or reinf. Since he is building a
defensive line along east bank of OTTER Creek, it is probable he will deiay
west of OTTER Creek with plat size mech recon elms supported by artillery.
The en has used chemical wpns during past opns.

b. Friendly Forces

(1) TF 2-33 Ar conducts a movement to contact at 310350 Aug 19 east
with two columns along Hy 1638 and the line EKRON, BUCK GROVE, MILES HILT to
secure crossing over OTTER Creek.

(2) Tm C/2-91 Mech follows Tm A/2-33 Ar.

(3) 1-3 Cav screens east along L&N RR from WALDON Church
(ES 75800350) to EKRON (ES 72209830).

(4) 2-51 FA DS to Bde, pri fires to 2-33 Ar.

c. Attachments and Detachments. 3A/2-33 Ar to C/2-91 Mech.

2. Mission

Tm A/2-33 Ar passes through 1-3 Cav at PP1 and conducts movement to
contact east along Hy 1638 to seize Objective GOLD. Be prepared to support
TM C/2-91 Mech crossing over OTTER Creek.

3. Execution

a. Concept of Operation (Annex B, Operation Overlay)
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(1) Maneuver. Move through PP1 in a column of plats, 1st tank plat,
cmd gp, 3d mech plat, 2d tank plat, move east along Hy 1638 and seize
Objective GOLD.

(2) Fires. Pri init to 1st tank plat, then lead plat.

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Annexes HAMMER
CPT

A - Omitted
B - Operation Overlay
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Tank Platoon Tactical Exercise (TPTX-1)

OPERATION OVERLAY

AA
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Tank Platoon Tactical Exercise (TPTX-1)

FRAG ORDERS

Fraq Order 1

"RED ONE THIS IS RED FOUR SIX---MOVE YOUR UNIT IMMEDIATELY TO ECHO
SIERRA 79909770 - BREAK - ESTABLISH BLOCKING POSITION FROM ECHO
SIERRA 79909770 TO ECHO SIERRA 80509770 - BREAK - ORIENT SOUTHEAST -

BREAK - ACKNOWLEDGE, OVER"
(Controller encode messages prior to transmission)

Frag Order 2

"RED ONE THIS IS RED FOUR SIX---WITHDRAW FROM PRESENT POSITION -

BREAK - MOVE TO AND OCCUPY BATTLE POSITION TWO ONE ALPHA AT ECHO
SIERRA 75909920 - BREAK - ORIENT SOUTHEAST - BREAK - ACKNOWLEDGE,
OVER"
(Controller encode messages prior to transmission)

Fraq Order 3

"RED ONE THIS IS RED FOUR SIX---WITHDRAW FROM PRESENT POSITION -

BREAK - MOVE THROUGH PASSAGE POINT FOUR AT ECHO SIERRA 73009970 TO
REAR ASSEMBLY AREA. AT ECHO SIERRA 70509960 - ACKNOWLEDGE, OVER"
(Controller encode messages prior to transmission) '

p

I..-

I..
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Tank Platoon Tactical Exercise (TPTX-2)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure D-1I. The outline establishes
the locations of minefields, the initial lozations of friendly and threat
vehicles, provides friendly and threat indirect fire capabilities, and
configures ammunition capabilities for all vehicles in the exercise.

Schematic

The schematic (see Figures D-12A and 0-12B) depicts the platoon
operational area, the forwara assembly area, the start point, passage
points, routes of movement, check points, general locations where various
actions take place, the release point, and the rear assembly area.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three evaluation sheets (see Figures D-13 through D-15). A
separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has two sections
for comments--PLATOON MOVEMENT CONTROL AND PLATOON GUNNERY CONTROL, for
controller general comments. The third section, OVERALL, provides blocks
for a general rating of student performance (i.e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY,
or UNSATISFACTORY).

OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet is similar to
the controller's evaluation sheet. it has two sections for comments--
REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third section,
OVERALL, is the same as the corresponding section in the controller's eval-
uation sheet.

Station Evaluator Evaluation Sheet. Down the left side of this evalua-
tion sheet is a listT H . action stations and the procedural tasks to be
perFormed at each action station. Down the right side of the evaluation
sheet are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student performance. The NO
GO column is sub-divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY columns. The
bottom section of the sheet has space for general comments. This space
can be used to enter comments pertaining to non-procedural (command and
control) tasks.

Guidelines

The following guidelines pertain to controller, OPFOR controller, and
station evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.
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Controller

* Issues the platoon leader the team operation order (attached).
Directs the platoon leader to conduct troop leading procedures.
(Allows fifteen minutes.)

* Checks that each student has posted on his tactical map pertinent
operation order information, i.e., rear assembly area, start
point, forward passage point, check points to Objective GOLD, the
movement route to Objective GOLD, and Objective GOLD.

K

" Brings up TPTX-2 on the system.

"* Directs students to locate on their color monitors the area of
operations, their tank, the start point, the forward passage -
point, the movement route, check points, and Objective GOLD.

* Reminds the platoon leader to orient his general direction of
movement on the designated route.

* Announces exercise call signs (i.e., Platoon Leader - RED ONE,
TC1 - RED TWO, Platoon Sergeant - RED THREE, TC2 - RED FOUR, Team -
Commander (controller) - RED FOUR SIX, and FIST (controller) -
SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN). The other tank platoon in the team will -.
have the prefix WHITE and the attached mechanized infantry platoon
will have the prefix BLUE. .

* Opens the team radio net.

* Directs the platoon leader to open the platoon radio net.

* Directs thn platoon leader to place indirect fire on terrain
features (i.e., road junctions, bridges, hills) in accordance with
scenario requirements.

* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

* At the end of the team hasty attack, stops all action, restarts
the scenario at the poirt where all friendly tanks were
operational and all OPFOR vehicles on Objective G00.D were
operational, directs OPFOR controller to move two threat tanks to
the next action location, and directs students to assemble their
tanks on Objective GOLD.

Conducts a short critique while OPFOR tanks are moving into
position.

Issues a frag order directing the platoon leader to move his
platoon fnn to I nra blocking p~io (%, tt.cz) 6-.

* Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

Fly.
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I

"* Issues a frag order directing the platoon leader to withdraw from
the blocking position and to move to and occupy a battle position,
in accordance with the scenario sequence (attached).

"* Issues a frag order directing the platoon leader to withdraw from
the battle position and to move to a rear assembly area, in
accordance with the scenario requirements (attached).

"* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
platoon movement control, and platoon gunnery control.

"* Monitors OPFOR controller and statioit evaluator actions. p

" Conducts the exercise critiques.

K
OPFOR Controller _

"* Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

"* Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario
action sequence.

"* Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanks
are acquired. .

"* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to
indirect and direct fire.

* Limits threat actions to that prescribed in the scenario.

* Participates in exercise critique. :

Station Evaluators

* Ensures that students have the following necessary material for p

conducting the exercise.

- MOPP Gear* Protractor

- M256 Chemical Detector Coordinate Scale

- CEOI -Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Code - Lead Pencils

- Straight Edge

*This equipment may be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen and

complicate the exercise.

.A3
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Ensures that the following student station components arefunctioning. •

- Communications - Color monitor

- Voice Recognition - Keypad

* Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on procedural tasks
and reporting.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

kl

"-a

Ni'

"a.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATI ON

TPTX-_

Student Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

PLATOON GUNNERY CONTROL

PLATOON MOVEMENT CONTROL

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

I,4Il I Li_ Li ;
Figure D-13. SIMCAT controller student perfornmance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TPTX-

Student OPFOR Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure D-14. SIMCAT OPFOR controller student performance
evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TPTX-
r

Student Station Evaluator

Date Station

GO NO GO-

TASK )SY'STEM

MASTERY MASTFRY

FORWARD ASSEMBLY AREA

Vehicle preparation (omitted) -- -

Troop leading procedures -- -

Issue warning order (PL)

Conduct reconnaissance (PL)

Prepare/issue OPORD (PL)

COMMUNICATIONS
Open platoon radio net (PL)

Enter a radio net (PS, TC1, TC2)

Use an automated CEOI (All)

Use 1400 KTC numerical cipher/

authentication system (All)

TACTICAL ROAD MARCH /

Movement -

Signal movement formation (PL)

Direct driver to move out (All)

Maintain wingmen position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Cross start point on schedule (PL) !

Figure D-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance S

evaluation sheet.
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GO NO GO
STASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTER'

Security ----

Maintain main gun orientation (All)

Maintain ground surveillance (All)

Maintain aerial surveillance (PL)

ECM

Identify jamming technique (PL)

Attempt to transmit through jam (PL)

Change to alternate frequency (PL)

Submit interference report (PL)

Movement

Direct platoon through passage point
(PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Evade OPFOR ID Fire

Direct hatches be closed (All)

Direct driver accelerate through ID
fire (All) - -

Direct MOPP-4 (PL)

Direct driver into defilade (All)

Use M256 chemical detector kit (TCL,
TC2)

Prepare/submit NBC-1 report (PL)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600
tactical operations code (PL) -- -

Send a radio .nessage (PL)

Direct MOPP-2 (All)

Announce crossing checkpoint (PL)

ACTION ON CONTACT (Platoon Attack)

Lead Section

Announce ACTION FRONT (PL)

Direct driver into defilade (PL, TC1)

Figure D-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance

evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO NO GO

TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Engage OPFOR target (PL, TC1)

Submit CONTACT report (PL)

Trail Section -- -

Direct driver into defilade (PS, TC2)

Search for targets (PS, TC2)

Develop Situation (lead section)

Determine OPFOR strength and
disposition (PL)

Submit SPOTREP (PL) (Rec. plat. attack,
attack plan approved)

Develop Situation (trail section)

Maintain position (PS, TC2)

Search for targets (PS, TC2)

Attack (lead section)

Issue platoon attack order (PL)

Request/adjust ID fire (PL)

Issue section fire command (PL)

Respond to section fire command (TCI)

Direct cease fire or shift fire (PL)

Direct gunner cease fire or shift
fire (TC1)

Report attack results to CO (PL)

Attack (trail section)

Issue section attack order (PS)

Signal movement formation (PS)

Direct driver to move out (PS)

Maintain wingman position (TC2)

Signal attack formation (PS)

Maintain wingman position (TC2)

Issue section fire command (PS)

Respond to section fire command (TC2)

Report attack results tc PL (PS)

Figure D-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance

evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO I NO GO

TASK SYSTEM
STERY MASTERY

CONTINUE MOVEMENT TO CONTACT

Report crossing checkpoint (PL)

ACTION ON CONTACT (Team Attack) -- -

Lead Platoon -- --

Announces missile alert (Any TO)

Direct driver into defilade (All)

Engage OPFOR targets (All)

Submit CONTACT report (PL)

Trail Platoon

Direct driver into defilade (All)

Search for targets (All)

Develop Situation (lead platoon)

Determine OPFOR strength and
disposition (PL)

Submit •POTREP (P-) (Rec. te-- ettack,
attack plan approved)

Develop Situation (trail platoon)
Maintain position (All)

Attack (lead platoon, support by fire) -- -

Receive team attack order (PL) I
Issue platoon attack order (P1)

Request/adjust ID fire (PL)

Issue platoon fire command (PL)

Respond to platoon fire command
(PS, TC1, TC2)

Direct cease fire or' shift fire (PL)

Direct gunner cease fire or shift
fire (PS, TC1, TC2)

Submit SITREP (PL)

Figure 0-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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-GO NO GO
'- TAS-K - SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Attack (trail platoon, fire and maneuver) -- --

Receive team attack order (PL)

Issue platoon attack order (PL)

Signal movement formation (PL)

Direct driver to move out (PL)

Maintain wingman position (IS, TC1, TC2)

Signal attack formation (PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Direct assault begin (PL)

Respond to assault order (PS, TCI, TC2)

Direct consolidation and reorganization
on the objective -

Consolidate and reorganize on the
objective (All)

Submit SITREP (PL)

MOVE TO AND OCCUPY BLOCKING POSITION MMM// r/////X/ i//

DEFEND BLOCKING POSITION W/

Organize Blocking Position

Assign primary firing positions (PL)

Direct driver into primary firing
positions (All)

Assign sectors of fire, TRPs, ID fire
concentrations, and locations for
minefields (PL)

Prepare sketch range cards (All)

Prepare platoon fire plan (PL)

Direct hot loop be installed (PL)

Direct minefields be installed (PL)

Figure D-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student perforamance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO__ VO 0

MASTERY MASTERY

Select alternate firing position (All)

Defend Blocking Position - - --

Call for/adjust ID fire (PL)

Issue section fire command (PL, PS)

Respond to section fire command (TC1)

Direct PS to supplementary firing
position (PL)

Issue platoon fire command (PL)

Respond to platoon fire command
(PS, TC1, TC2)

Receive OPFOR ID fire, direct hatches
be closed (PL) -- =- -

Direct hatches be closed (All)

Direct MOPP-4 (PL)

Usc M956 chemical detector kit (TCI, TC2

Prepare/submit NBC-1 report (PL)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600
tactical operations code (PL)

Send a radio message (PL)

Report situation to CO (PL)

Receive order to withdraw (PL)

Direct platoon withdrawal (PL)

Si gnal m'Iitfonrination (PL)

Direct driver back off of position (PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

MOVE TO AND OCCUPY BATTLE POSITION

Evade OPFOR ID Fire

Direct hatches be closed (All)

Direct MOPP-4 (PL)

Use M256 chemical detector kit (TC1,

j 112)

Figure D-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance

evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO -NO -GO

TASK IYTEM

MASTERY MASTERY
Prepare/submit NBC-1 report (PL)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600
tactical operations code (PL)

Report crossing checkpoint (PL) • II
DEFEND BATTLE POSITION

Organize Battle Position

Assign primary firing positions (PL)

Direct driver into primary firing
positions (All)

Assign sectors of fire, TRPs, ID fire
concentrations, and locations of
minefields (PL)

Prepare sketch range cards (All)

Prepare platoon fire plan (PL)

Direct hot loop be installed (PL)

Direct minefields be installed (PL)
Direct auto chemical agent alarm
system be installed (PS)

Defend Battle Position

Call for/adjust ID fire (PL)

Issue a platoon fire command (PL)

Respond to platoon fire command (TCM)

Respond to platoon fire command (PS,
TC1, TC2)

Direct TC2 engage OPFOR threat on left
flank (PS)

Respond to PS order (TC2)

Figure D-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO 'NO GO

TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Receive OPFOR ID fire, direct hatches
be closed (PL)

Direct hatches be closed (All)

Direct MOPP 4 (PL)

Use M256 chemical detector kit (TCI,
TC2)

Prepare/submit NBC-1 report (PL)

Encode/decode messages using KTC 600
tactical operations code (PL)

Send a radio message (PL)

Report situation to CO (PL)

Receive order to withdraw (PL)

Direct PS section cover withdrawal
of PL section (PL)

Direct section engage targets of
opportunity (PS)

Engage targets of opportunity (TC2)

Signal section move off of battle
position (PL)

Direct driver back off of battle
position (PL)

Maintain wingman position (TCI)
Direct section into defilade to

cover PS section (PL) -Q--

Maintain wingman position (TCI)

Direct PS to move section off of
battle position (PL)

Signal section movement off of
battle position (PS)

Direct driver back off of battle
position (PS)

Maintain wingman position (TC2)

Figure D-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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CIO' -NO G

. • ! ' ' TASK SYSTEM •

.MASTERY MASTERY

MOVE TO REAR ASSEMBLY AREA

Movement - -- -

Signal movement formation (PL)

Direct driver move out (PL)

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Direct platoon through passage point (PL]

Maintain wingman position (PS, TC1, TC2)

Security -- -

Maintain main gun orientation (All)

Maintain ground surveillance (All)

Maintain aerial surveillance (All)

REAR ASSEMBLY AREA

Communications - ---

Close platoon radio net (PL)

Leave a radio net (All)

Use an automated CEOI (All)

UJse KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system (All) - -

Submit a SITREP (PL)

GENERAL COMMENTS

Figure D-15. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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Tank Platoon Tactical Exercise (TPTX-2)

EXTRACT OF OPERATION ORDER

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x X X

TASK ORGANIZATION

1A/2-33 Ar 3C/2-91 Mech

2A/2-33 Ar Hq A/2-33 Ar

1. Situation

a. Enem Forces. Major en elms withdrawing west along Hy 1638. En
has the capabilityo atk, defend, withdraw, or reinf. Since he is
concentrating new forces in the BRANDENBURG area, it is probable he will
delay west to the L&N RR line, with plat size mech recon elms supported by
artillery, and then conduct offensive operatiuns southeast from
BRANDENBURG. The en has used chemical wpn during past opns.

b. Friendly Forces.

(1) TF 2-33 Ar conducts a movement to contact at 310350 Aug 19
west with two columns along Hy 1638 and the line Hy 1238, BUCK KNOBS, BUCK
GROVE, to secure the EKRON-BRANDENBURG RR line.

(2) TM C-91 Mech follows TM A/2-33 Ar.

(3) 1-3 Cav screens west along the line JENNINGS KNOB-LICKSKILLET-
ROCK HAVEN.

(4) 2-51 FA DS to Bde pri fires to 2-33 Ar.

2. Mission

Tm A/2-33 passes through 1-3 Cav at PP1 and conducts a movement to
contact west along the line Hy 1238, BUCK KNOBS to seize Objective GOLD.
Be prepared to support TF 2-33 Ar teams operating west along Hy 1638.

3. Execution

a. Concept of Operations kAnnex B, Operations Overlay)

(1) Maneuver. Move through PPI in a column of plats, 1st tank
plat, cmd gp, 3d mech plat, 2d tank plat, move west along thrust line and
seilze Objective Gold.

(2) Fires, Pr init to Ist tank plat, then lead plat.
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Annexes: SLEDGE
CPT

A - Omitted
B - Operations Overlay
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Tank Platoon Tactical Exercise (TPTX-2)

OPERATION OVERLAY
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Tank Platoon Tactical Exercise (TPTX-2)

FRAG ORDERS

Frag Order 1

"RED ONE THIS IS RED FOUR SIX---MOVE YOUR UNIT IMMEDIATELY TO ECHO

SIERRA 71500150-BREAK-ESTABLISH BLOCKING POSITION FROM ECHO SIERRA

71400170 TO ECHO SIERRA 71600120- BREAK-ORIENT
SOUTHWEST-BREAK-ACKNOWLEDGE, OVER"
(Controller encodes message prior to transmission)

Frag Order 2

"RED ONE THIS IS RED FOUR SIX---WITHDRAW FROM PRESENT POSITION-BREAK-
MOVE TO AND OCCUPY BATTLE POSITION THREE THREE BRAVO AT ECHO SIERRA
81709950-BREAK-ORIENT NORTHWEST-BREAK-ACKNOWLEDGE, OVER"
(Controller encodes message prior to transmission)

Frag Order 3

"RED ONE THIS IS RED FOUR SIX---WITHDRAW FROM PRESENT POSITION-BREAK-
MOVE THROUGH PASSAGE POINT TWO AT ECHO SIERRA 82909870 TO REAR
ASSEMBLE AREA AT ECHO SIERRA 85509740-ACKNOWLEDGE, OVER"
(Controller encodes message prior to transmission)
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Enclosure 3 to Annex D

TPTX SCHEDULE

The TPTX schedule, shown in Figure D-16. is for a class of sixteen
students, organized into groups of eight, with two students at each student
station.

Each student has eighteen hours on SIMCAT, six hours each as the
platoon leader, platoon sergeant, and as a wingman. Assuming that only one
system is available, this equates to thirty-six hours for a group and
seventy-two hours for a class.

Each student will have an opportunity to perform as a platoon leader,
platoon sergeant, and wingman.

PLATOON PLATOON
rMOVEMENT GCLNNFI• TPRTX
PRAC- ICE PRACTICE PRAC1lIC

1p Ia (STC) DAY- O0000 0900 1000
__ _ __ _ _:___ _ __ 90 1000 1500 k

Gp Ib (STC) DAY-I 1500 1600b
1600 1700

Op lb (STE) DA'-2 0500-

1200

Gp I c (S-C) DAY-2 1300 1400 1500
1400 1500 1700

Gp ic (SEC) DAY-3 06000
1000

Gp Id (STC) DAY-3 1000 1100 1300
1 1 00 1200 1700

NOTE. Groups l through lih iolow thie anove schedwle ror days 4 through 6,
using SDVs in command po.,itions Groups 2e through 2h follow the abovo e-

schedule for days 7 through 12 NOTE. H (Student change)

Figure u-16. SIMCAT TPTX schedule.
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ANNEX E
TANK COMPANY TACTICAL EXERCISE

SIMCAT was designed as a tank platoon tactical trainer with four
simulated M1 tanks and ten simulated T72 tanks and/or BMPs. This annex
describes how SIMCAT can be used as a company (team) tactical trainer for
practicing command and control procedures.

To use the system as a company (team) tactical trainer the MI tank
icons represent tank or mechanized infantry platoons and the company (team)
command group. The controller represents the battalion (tAsk force)
commander and company (team) combat support and service support sources.

This annex contains a pre-exercise training program, a tank company
(team) tactical exercise, an exercise schedule, and procedures for
evaluating student performance.

Pre-Exercise Training

Pre-exercise training will focus on company (team) movement, and
procedures for implementing movement to contact, hasty attack, delay, and
defend a battle position missions (see Enclosure 1). (It is assumed that
stodents have participated in pre-excrcise training for tank platoon
tactical exercises. If not, students should be given pre-exerc'se training
indicated in Annex D.)

Tank Company Tactical Exercise_(TCiX)

The TCTX can accommodate four students or eight students when the
GN/DV student option is in effect. The exercise includes nine actions
which require the performance of 165 tasks (see Enclosure 2). The exercise
begins in a forward assembly area located along the east, follows a
designated route, and ends in a rear assembly area.

Exercise Schedule

The estimated time for pre-exercise training and one repetition of the
TCTX is six hours. The time required for four students, rotating through
four command positions is twenty-four hours.

Student Performance Evaluation

The primary reason for evaluating student performance is to determine
if students can perform command and control tasks during company (team)
operations. Evaluation is accomplished by in-process scoring of student
performance by station evaluators, the controller, and the OPFOR
controller.

E-4



Critique. After each exercise the controller will conduct a formal
critique. The scope of the critique and the sequence of presentations are:

"* Student comments on their own good and poor performance.

"* Station evaluator comments on good and poor student performance.

"• OPFOR controller comments on good and poor student performance.

"* Controller comments on good and poor student performance.

Scoresheets. There are three different task performance scoresheets.

"• The controller scoresheet is designed to allow the controller to
focus on task performance related to team movement and fire control
and overall student performance.

"* The OPFOR controller scoresheet is designed for comments on student
reaction to indirect fire, gunnery engagements, and overall student
performance.

" The station evaluator scoresheet lists all actions and tasks to be
performed at each action. There are GO and NO GO columns, and the
NO GO column is divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY sub-
columns. The evaluator scoresheet is the primary source material
for the critique of student performance.
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Enclosure I to Annex E

PRE-EXERCISE TRAINING

This enclosure describes pre-exercise training. The program includes
tank company (team) movement formations and techniques, and procedures for
implementing movement to contact, hasty attack, delay, and defend a battle
position missions. The controller should "bring up" on the system BASIC-1
scenario outline (se Figure B-2). The controller should then direct the
students to place color monitors on MID VIEW range, to note the location of
the assembly area and their own task, and orient themselves with the
terrain display and the tactical map.

Tank Company (Team) Movement

During tank company (team) movement, the students should practice
movement form&tions and movement techniques.

Movement Formations. During movement formation practice students
should execute the vee, wedge, line, column, coil, and herringbone
formations. The controller should move the first training aid (see
Figure E-1) to the student area and assemble the students around it. The
controller should then talk the students through the basic tank company
(team) movcment formations. Training emphasis should focus on the prompt
movement of platoons to correctF itions in designated formations and
malntaining the correct position in the designated formations. The
controller should direct the students to return to their stations.
The controller then directs the company (team) commander to move his unit
along a designated route and execute movement formations (see Figure E-2).
The evaluators should assist the students if necessary, and critique
movement formation performance.

Movement Techniques. During movement techniques practice students
shouldexecute traveling, traveling overwatch, bounding overwatch
(alternating bounds and successive bounds) techniques. The controller
should move the second training aid (see Figure E-3) to the student area
and assemble the students around it. The controller should then talk the
students through tank company (team) movement techniques. Traiin
emphasis should focus on continuous mutual support between platoons.
The controlIlr should direct the students to return to their stations.
The controller then directs the company (team) commander to move his unit
along a designated route and execute movement techniques (see Figure E-4).
The evaluators should assist students if necessary, and critique movement
technique performance.

Command and Control Procedures

Mission accompiibhment depends on the continuous appreciation of the
factors of METT and the prompt and correct application of command and
control procedures. These procedures are:

E-6
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BOUNDING
OVERWATCH(SB)

TRAVELINGG""...
OVERWATCH ,-" \ $

.41 A I( t.".,

~.*. ¢..... ... ... .........

AL• f ;Irrr

TRAVELING

BOUND I NG
OVERWATCH(AB)

.Ligure E-4. SIMCAT tank company (tm) movement technique
l ayou t.

- Company (team) and platoon formations
- Company (team) and platoon dispositions
- Control measures
- Combat support requests
- Service support requests
- Reports

Movement to Contact and Hasty Attack. The controller should move thethird training aid (see Figure E-5) to tte student area and assemble the
students around it. The controller should then talk the students throughcompany (team) movement to contact and hasty attack command and control
procedures, Em hasis should focus on action on contact procedures and the
cbmnanv (tATm- (minAnnpr's 'Pri5'1n. is.A A7!eT'thv)RAc def pd, or
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Delay and Defend a Battle Position. The controller, using the fourth
training aid (see Figure E-6) talks the students through ccmpany (team)
delay and defend a battle position command and control procedures.
Emphasis should focus on the prevention of decisive engagement durinn the
delay, and organization of the battle position during the defense.

The controller should announce a break. During the break the
controller should "bring up" on the system the tank company tactical
exercise.

E.
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Enclosure 2 to Annex E

TANK COMPANY TACTICAL EXERCISE

The Tank Company Tactical Exercise is designed to provide the tank
company commander with the opportunity to practice command and control
while moving his company (team) over prescribed routes on the SIMCAT
simulated battlefield. This exercise also provides platoon leaders with
the opportunity to participate in company level tactical operations.

The exercise will accommodate four students simultaneously. During
the exercise the student company (team) commander will be confronted with
nine actions stations which will require the performance of ninety-four
tasks.

This enclosure includes: (a) exercise scenario outline, (b) exercise
schematic, (c) exercise evaluation sheets, and (d) guidelines for the
controller, OPFOR controller, and station evaluators.
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TAB A

Tank Company Tactical Exercise (TCTX)

Scenario Outline

The scenario outline is shown in Figure E-7. The outline establishes
the locations of friendly and threat vehicles, provides friendly and threat
force indirect fire capabilities, and configures ammunition capabilities
for all vehicles in the exercise.

Schematic

The schematic (see Figures E-8A and E-8B) depicts the company (team)
operational area, the foreward assembly area, the start point, passage
points, routes of movement, check points, phase lines, general locations
where various actions take place, the release point, and the rear assembly
area. Cameos of major actions are shown in Figure E-9.

Evaluation Sheets

There are three evaluation sheets (see Figures E-1O through E-12). A
separate sheet and format is prescribed for the controller, the OPFOR
controller, and the station evaluators.

Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet has three
sections for comments--COMMUNICATIONS, COMPANY (TEAM) MOVEMENT CONTROL, and
COMPANY (TEAM) FIRE CONTROL. The fourth section, OVERALL, provides blocks
for a general rating of student performance (i.e., EXCELLENT, SATISFACTORY,
UNSATISFACTORY).

OPFOR Controller Evaluation Sheet. This evaluation sheet is similar
to the the controller's evaluation sheet. It has two sections for
comments--REACTION TO INDIRECT FIRE and GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS. The third
section, OVERALL, is the same as the corresponding section in the
controller's evaluation sheet.

Station Evaluator Evaluation Sheet. Down the left side of this
evaluation sheet is a list of all action stations and the tasks to be
performed at each action station. Down the right side of the evaluation
sheet are GO and NO GO columns for indicating student performance. The
NO GO column is sub-divided into TASK MASTERY and SYSTEM MASTERY columns.
The bottorr section of the sheet has space for general comments.

W ~uI Iles

The fullowing guidelines pertain to the controller, OPFOR controller,
and station evaluators' duties prior to, during, and after an exercise.
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Controller

* Issues the company (team) commander the battalion (task force)
operation order (attached). Directs the company (team) commander
to conduct troop leading procedures. Allows fifteen minutes.

* Checks that each student has posted on his tactical map pertinent
operation order information, i.e., rear assembly area, start point,
forward passage point, check points to Objective DIAMOND, the
movement route to Objective DIAMOND, and Objective DIAMOND.

* Brings-up the TCTX on the system.

* Directs students to locate on their color monitors the area of
operations, their platoon or command group (tank), the start point,
the forward passage point, the movement route, check points, phase
lines, and Objective DIAMOND.

"• Reminds the company (team) commander to orient his general
direction of movement on the designated route.

"* Announces exercise call signs (i.e., first tank platoon leader -
RED ONE, second tank platoon leader - WHITE ONE, infantry platoon
leader - BLUE ONE, company (team) commander - VIKING FOUR SIX,
FIST - (controller), SHORT ROUND FOUR SEVEN, and battalion (task
force) commander OX CART FIVE SIX).

* Opens the battalion (task force) radio net.

* Directs the company (team) commander to open the company (team)
net.

* Directs the company (team) commander to place indirect fire on
terrain features (e.g., road junctions, bridges, hills) in
accordance with scenario requirements.

"* Provides friendly indirect fire on request.

"* At the end of the company's (team's) hasty attack on Objective
DIAMOND stops all action, restarts the scenario at the point where
all vehicles were operational, directs OPFOR controller to move
T72s and BMPs to scenario locations north, northwest, and west of
delay position LEAD, and assembles students and conducts
mid-exercise critique.

"* Directs students to move their vehicles to the road junction at
7300 0140.

"* Issues a fragmentary order directing the company (team) commander
to move his company (team) to blocking positions LEAD and TIN
(attached).

"• Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.
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*Issues frag orders to the company (team) commander to withdraw from
delay positions and to move to and occupy new delay positions, in
accordance with the scenario sequence (attached).

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on communications,
company (team) movement control, and company (team) fire control.

0 Monitors OPFOR controller and station evaluator actions.

*Conducts the exercise critiques.

OPFOR Controller

0 Verifies that threat vehicles are in correct locations.

0 Provides threat indirect fire in accordance with the scenario
action sequence.

* Initiates main gun engagements ten seconds after friendly tanks are
acquired.

* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reaction to indirect
and direct fire.

* Limits threat actions, to that prescribed in the scenario.

* Participates in the exercise critiques.

Station Evaluators

"* Ensures that students have the following necessary material for
conductinn the exercise:

- MOPP Gear* - Protractor

- M256 Chemical Detector - Coordinate Scale
Kit*

- CEOI - Grease Pencil

- Tactical Operations Code - Lead Pencils

- Tank Company/Platoon - Paper Pad
SOP

- Straight Edge

"* Ensures that student station components--communications, color
monitor, voice recognition, and keypad--are functioning.

" Monitors student progress and detects student problems which
jeopardize the exercise time table.

*This equipment nmay be hard to acquire, and their use will lengthen and
complicate the exercise.
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* Evaluates student performance with emphasis on reporting.

* Participates in exercise critique.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TCTX

Student Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

COMMUN NI CATIONS

COMPANY (TEAM) MOVEMENT CONTROL

COMPANY (TEAM) FIRE CONTROL

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure E-1O. SIMCAT controller student performance evaluation sheet.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TCTX

Student OPFOR Controller

Date Station

GENERAL COMMENTS

REACTION TO DIRECT FIRE

GUNNERY ENGAGEMENTS

I-

OVERALL

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

Figure E-11. SIMCAT OPFOR controller student performance evaluation sheet. I
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TCTX

Student Station Evaluator

Date Station

GO NO GO
TASK SYSTEM'

MASTERY MASTERY
FO0RWA RD A S SEM B LY A R EA YZ'•/// ////////Y•

Vehicle preparation (omitted)

Troop leading procedures

Issue warning order (CO)
Conduct reconnaissance (CO)

Prepare/issue OPORD (CO)

Communications

Open team radio net (CO)

Enter a radio net (PLs)
Use an automated CEOI (CO, PLs)

Use 1400 KTC numerical cipher/

authentication system (All)

TACTICAL ROAD MARCH //// ///•// ////

Movement •• --

Signal movement formation (CO)

Direct driver to move out (A'11)

Maintain posit-ion in formation (All)

Cross start point on schedule (Ld PL)

Direct driver through passage point

Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance evaluation
sheet.
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GO -NO GO

|h

TASK -SYSTEM
MASTERY MASTERY

MOVEMENT TO CONTACT

Signal movement formation (CO)

Maintain position in formation (All)

Report crossing of Phase Line Green

(Ld PL, CO)

Evade OPFOR ID Fire --

Direct hatches be closed (All)

Direct driver accelerate through ID

fire (All)

Direct MOPP-4 (All)

Request CBR report (CO)

Submit (negative CBR report (PLs)

Submit NBC-I report (CO)

Direct MOPP-2 (CO)

Signal move out (CO)

Direct driver move out (All)

Maintain position in formation (All)

Action on Contact (Lead Platoon)

Announce missile alert (PL)

Issue fire command (PL)

Direct driver into defilade (PL)

Submit CONTACT report (PL)

Determine enemy SDC (PL)

Submit SPOTREP (PL)

(recommend team attack)

Action on Contact (Command Group) - -

Direct driver into defilade (CO)

Submit CONTACT report (CO)

Direct driver to observation point (CO)

Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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- "' TASK 'SYSTEM ,-
STERY MASTERY

Formulate attack plan (CO)

Submit SPOTREP (CO)

Action on Contact (Trail Platoons)

Direct driver into defilade (PLs)

Search for targets (PLs)

Issue fire command (PLs)

HASTY ATTACK

Attack (Command Group) -

Issue attack order (CO)

Direct FIST provide supporting fire (CO)

Attack (F&M Platoons)

Move to attack position (PLs)

Signal attack formation (PLs)

Direct driver move out into attack (PL)

Maintain position in formation (PL)

Issue a fire command (PL)

Attack (S by F Platoon)

Issue a fire command (PL)

Assault (Command Group)

Signal assault formation (CO)

Direct supporting fires be shifted (CO)

Direct indirect fire be shifted (CO)

Assault (F&M Platoons)

Signal assault formation (PL)

Maintain position in formation (PL)

Issue a fire command (PL)

Assault (S&F Platoon)

Shift supporting fires (PL)
II .

Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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'NO GO
TASK- SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Consol./Reorganize on Objective (Cmd Gp)

Submit SITREP (CO)

Consol./Reorganize on Objective (F&M PLs)

Direct driver into defilade (PLs)

Submit SITREP (PLs)

Consol./Reorganize on Objective (S by F PL)

Submit SITREP (PL)

MOVEMENT TO CONTACT

Signal movement formation (CO)

Direct driver muve out (All)

Maintain position in formation (All)

Report crossing Phase Line BLUE (CO)

Action on Contact (Lead Platoon) -

Announce missile alert (PL)

Issue fire command (PL)

Direct driver into defilade (PL)

Determine enemy SDC (PL)

Submit CONTACT report (PL)
Submit SPOTREP (PL)

(recommend team attack)
Action on Contact (Command Group) -- --

Direct driver into defilade (CO)

Submit CONTACT report (CO)

Direct driver to observation point (CO)
Formulate attack plan (CO)

Submit SPOTREP (CO)

Action on Contact (Trail Platoons)

Direct driver into defilade (PLs)

Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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•GO I"N-G

TASK RSYSTEM

ASTERY MASTERY

Search for targets (PLs)

Issue fire command (PLs)

HASTY ATTACK

Attack (Command Group)

Issue attack order (CO)

Direct FIST provide supporting fires

(CO)

Attack (F&M Platoons) -- -

Move to attack position (PLs)

Signal attack formation (PLs)

Direct driver move out into attack (PL)

Maintain position in formation (PL)

Issue a fire command (PL)

Attack (S by F Platoon) - -- -

Issue a fire command (PL)

Assault (Command Group) - -- -

Signal assault formation (CO)

Direct supporting fires be shifted (CO)

Direct indirect fires be shifted (CO)

Assault (F&M Platoons) -

Signal assault formation (PL)

Maintain position in formation (PL)

Issue a fire command (PL)

Assault (S&F Platoon) -

Shift supporting fires (PL)

Consol./Reorganize on Objective (Cmd Gp) -

Submit SITREP (CO)

Consol./Reorganize on Objective (F&M PLs) -

Direct driver into defilade (PLs) j_
Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance

evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO NO GO
STASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Submit SITREP (PL)

Consol./Reorganize on Objective (S by F PLs) - - -

Submit SITREP (PL)

DELAY

Issue frag order (CO)

Movement to Delay Position

Signal movement formation (CO)

Signal move out (CO)

Direct driver move out (All)

Direct driver into Delay Position

LEAD (CO, PLs I and 2)

Assign platoon setors (CO)

Occupy platoon sectors (PLs 1 and 2)

Designate TRPs and ID fire concen-

trations for DP LEAD (CO, PLs 1

and 2)

Direct driver into Delay Position

TIN (PL3)

Designate TRPs and indirect fire

concentration on DP TIN (PL3)

Submit SITREP (All)

Defend Delay Position LEAD -- -

Request indirect fire (CO, PLs 1

and 2)

Issue a fire command (PLs 1 and 2)

Submit SPOTREP (CO, PLs 1 and 2)

Request permission to withdraw (CO)

Direct platoons withdraw from DP LEAD

and move to UP iRON (Cu) LI --

Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance

evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO NO GO

TAK SYSTEM-

MASTERY MASTERY

Direct driver move off of DP LEAD (CO,

PLs 1 and 2)

Direct driver to DP IRON (PLs I and 2)

Direct driver to DP TIN (CO)

Submit SPOTREP (CO, PLs 1 and 2)

Defend Delay Position TIN

Request indirect fire (PL3)

Issue a fire command (PL3)

Submit a SPOTREP (CO, PL3)

Request permission to withdraw (CO)

Direct platoon withdraw from DP TIN

and move to BP A101 (CO)

Direct driver move off of DP TIN

(CO, PL3)

Direct driver to BP A101 (PL3)

Direct driver to BP IRON (CO) - -

Defend Delay Position IRON- - -

Request indirect fire (CO, PLs I and 2)

Issue a fire command (PLs I and 2)

Submit a SPOTREP (CO, PLs 1 and 2)

Request permission to withdraw (CO)

Direct platoons withdraw from DP IRON

and move to BP A101 (CO)

Direct driver move off of DP IRON

(CO, PLs I and 2)

Direct driver to BP A101 (CO, PLs 1

and 2)

DEFEND BATTLE POSITION

Organize Battle Position

Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO "NO GO

TASK SYSTEM
MASTERY !MASTERY

Assemble platoon leaders and issue

defense plan (CO) ----

Assign platoon sectors, IRPs, ID fire

concentrations, location of mine-

fields (CO) --

Request platoon fire plans (CO)

Direct hot loop be installed (CO)

Select platoon TRPs, ID fire concen-

trations (PLs)

Direct hot loop be installed (PLs)

Direct chemical agenL auto alarm be

installed (PLs)

Prepare/submit platoon fire plan (PLs)

Prepare/submit team fire plan (CO)

Direct minefield be installed (PLs)

Select supplementary firing positions

(PLs)

Submit SITREP (CO, PLs)

Defend Battle Position

Request indirect fire (PLs)

Issue a fire command (PLs)

Direct driver to alternate firing

position (PL) -

Direct hatches be closed (CO, PLs)

Direct MOPP-4 (CO)

Direct CBR check (All)

Report (negative) CBR check (PLs) 6

Submit NBC-1 report (CO)
Dirc'• MOPP-2 tro)

Submit SITREP (GO, PLs)

Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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GO NO GO
TASK SYSTEM

MASTERY MASTERY

Issue frag order to move to rear

assembly area (CO)

REAR ASSEMBLY AREA

Move to Rear Assembly Area - -,

Direct driver move off of BP A101

(All) --

Signal movement formation (CO)

Maintain position in formation (All)

Direct driver through passage point

(All)

Cross release point (All)

Direct driver into position in rear

assembly area (All) -- - -

Rear Assembly Area -- - -

Close team radio net (CO)

Leave a radio net (PLs)

Use an automated CEOI (All)

Use KTC 1400 numerical cipher/

authentication system (All) -

Submit SITREP (verbal) (PLs)

Submit SITREP (CO)

GENERAL COMMENTS i

Figure E-12. SIMCAT station evaluator student performance
evaluation sheet (cont'd.).
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Tank Company Tactical Exercise (TCTX)

EXTRACT OF OPERATION ORDER

X X X X X X X X XXX XXX X XX XX

TASK ORGANIZATION:

Tm A Tm B

A/2-37 Ar (-) B/2-37 Ar (-)
3/C/2-19 Mech 3/D/2-19 Mech

Tm C Tm D

C/2-19 Mech (-) D/2-19 Mech (-)
3/A/2-37 Ar 3/B/2-37 Ar

TF Con

Sct Plt
Mort Pit
1st and 2d Tms/2/B/25 CEWI (GSR)
2/B/25 Engr Bn (Cbt) (DS)
AVLB Sec/D/25 Engr Bn (Cbt)
1/B/2-440 ADA (C/V) (DS to Bde)

1. Situation

a. Enemy Forces. Major enemy forces withdrawing west from OTTER
CREEK defense ine. Enemy has the capability to attack, defend, withdraw,
or reinforce. Air recon reports enemy building new defenses along the
BRANDENBURG-MIDWAY-GUSTON line. It is probable that enemy will delay west
with company size mechanized recon elements, supported with artillery, to
the new defense line. The enemy has used chemical weapons in past
operations.

b. Friendly Forces

(1) 1st Bde attacks in sector 3/0530Z, August 19 to seize
crossings over the OHIO River in the BRANDENBURG area.

(2) TF 2-19 Mech attack west along Axis APPLE, seizes BRANDENBURG
STATION communications complex, and continues northwest to bize crossing
over the OHIO River.

(3) 1-3 Cav initially screens hde forces along the line 83359950,
8R909870, 82009660, 81809540, 82309295. Upon passage of TF 2-19 Mech and
2-37 Ar, 1-3 Cav screens right flank of bde operation.
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(4) 2-51 FA DS to Bde, priority of fires to 2-19 Mech.

(5) TF 1-11 Ar follows TF 2-19 Mech along Axis APPLE prepared to
support TF 2-19 Mech or 2-37 Ar.

c. Attachments and Detachments. Task Organization.

2. Mission

TF 2-37 Ar attacks west along Axis PEAR 310530Z, August 19 , seizes
Objectives DIAMOND and EMERALD, and prepared to block enemy forces moving
north or northeast toward BRANDENBURG.

3. Execution

a. Concept of Operations (Annex B, Operation Overlay)

(1) Maneuver. TF 2-37 Ar attacks with two tank-heavy teams
abreast, team A on the right, to seize Objective DIAMOND and EMERALD. Upon
seizure of the objectives TF 2-37 Ar, on order moves northwest and secures
Hy 79 from MIDWAY to BRANDENBURG. Team A conducts movement to contact
along Route LIGHTNING to seize Objective DIAMOND, Team B conducts a
movement to contact along Route THUNDER to seize Objective EMERALD. Team C
follows Team A, Team D follows Team B.

(2) Fires. Priority initially to Team A.

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Annexes: SLEDGE
L.TC

A - Omitted
B - Operation overlay
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Tank Company Tactical Exercise (TCTX)

OPERATION OVERLAY

(0g 1
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Tank Company Tactical Exercise (TCTX)
OPERATION OVERLAY

(Continued)
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Tank Company Tactical Exercise (TCTX)

FRAG ORDERS

Frag Order 1

"VIKING THIS IS OX CART FIVE SIX---ENEMY TANK COMPANY REINFORCED
MOVING SOUTHEAST OUT OF BRANDENBURG ALONG HIGHWAY FOUR FOUR
EIGHT - BREAK - VIKING FOUR SIX MOVE YOUR UNIT TO BRANDENBURG STATION
AND BLOCK ENEMY MOVEMENT SOUTHEAST - BREAK - CONDUCT MAXIMUM DELAY
SOUTHEAST ALONG HIGHWAY ONE SIX THREE EIGHT TO 8170 9945 - BREAK -

ESTABLISH BATTLE POSITION AT 8170 9945 - BREAK - WITH ORIENTATION
300 - BREAK - ACKNOWLEDGE, OVER"

Fria Order 2

"VIKING THIS IS VIKING FOUR SIX---VIKING RED MOVE TO DELAY POSITION
LEAD ONE AT 7540 0250 WITH ORIENTATION 270 - BREAK - VIKING WHITE
FOLLOW VIKING RED AND OCCUPY DELAY POSITION LEAD TWO AT 7550 0260 WITH
ORIENTATION 359 - BREAK - VIKING BLUE FOLLOW VIKING WHITE TO DELAY
POSITION TIN AT 7730 0120 WITH ORIENTATION 315 - BREAK - ACKNOWLEDGE,
OVER"

Frag Order 3

"VIKING THIS IS VIKING FOUR SIX---VIKING RED AND VIKING WHITE MOVE TO
DELAY POSITION IRON AT 8020 0000 WITH ORIENTATION 315. VIKING RED
LEAD AND OCCUPY NORTH PART OF DELAY POSITION IRON - BREAK -
ACKNOWLEDGE, OVER"

Frag Order 4

"VIKING THIS IS VIKING FOUR SIX---VIKING BLUE MOVE TO BATTLE POSITION
A101 AT 8200 9960 WITH ORIENTATION 325 - BREAK - ACKNOWLEDGE, OVER"

Frag Order 5

"VIKING THIS IS VIKING FOUR SIX---VIKING RED MOVE TO BATTLE POSITION
A101 AT 8180 9950 WITH ORIENTATION 315, VIKING WHITE MOVE TO BATTLE
POSITION A101 AT 8170 9905 WITH ORIENTAIION 225 - BREAK - ACKNOWLEDGE,
OVER"
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Enclosure 3 to Annex E

TCTX SCHEDULE

The TCTX schedule shown in Figure E-13 is for a class of eight
students, organized in groups of four, with two students at each student
station.

Each student has twenty-four hours on SIMCAT, six hours as the team
commander, and eighteen hours as one of three platoon leaders. Assuming
that one system is available, this equates to twenty-four hours for a group
and forty-eight hours for a class.

Each student will have an opportunity to perform as a team commander
and as a platoon leader.

NOVErIENT iIJVEMENT
FtIRMATION TECHNIQUE TCTX

PRACTICE PRACTICE PRACI ICE

Gp Ia (ETC) DAY-1 08aC-. 0900- 1000-

0900 1000 1500

Gp I D (STC) DAY- 1 1500- 1 009-
1600 1700

Gp lb (ST) DAY-2 0800-
1200

Gp Ic (STC) DAY-2 1300- 1400- 1500-

1400 1500 1700

Gp Ic (STC) DAYV- 0800-1-

1000

f3p IO (STC) DAY-3 1000- 1100- 1300-
1100 1200 1700

NOTE; Groups le through lIh follow the aboveschedule for daus 4 through 6, usiri SDVs
in command positlons. NOTE: I (Student chonce)

Figure E-13. SIMCAT TCTX schedule.
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